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The universal cosmos fi is the unique four-dimensional globally causal space- 
time manifold to which the Dirac and Maxwell equations (among others) 
maximally and covariantly extend. A systematic treatment is presented of general 
fields over G, of arbitrary spin; considered are fields induced from all irreducible 
representation of the isotropy group (scale-extended Poincare group) to 6, the 
connected causal group of a. Restricted to any species of such fields, the R- 
invariant canonical Dirac operator (i( = maximal essentially compact subgroup of 
G) is shown tkovariant for a unique conformal weight. A normalized R-finite 
basis for such fields is constructed. The basis actions thereon of the Dirac operator, 
infinitesimal generators of G, discrete symmetries, second-order Casimir, and the 
essentially unique third-order noncentral quantum number (enveloping algebra 
element) invariant under g are derived. Composition series under c of a class of 
these field spaces-namely, the extension to a of the relativistic fields considered 
by Bargman and Wigner, or arbitrary spin and conformal weight-are determined, 
distinguishing by invariance and causality features alone the essentially conven- 
tional positive-energy mass 0 subspaces and massive invariant sub-quotient spaces, 
whose unitarity under 6 is given a new proof. The “completely positive” subclass 
(cf. below) of representations i determined. A more detailed treatment of spin one 
bundles (vector and two-form, of arbitrary conformal weight) is included; the 
exterior derivative transformations are diagonalized, and the conformally invariant 
massive spin one scalar product is identified with a mathematical version of the 
conventional electromagnetic field Lagrangian. 
The detailed harmonic analysis of the scalar and spinor bundles over fi 
given in [ II] and [ 12) (hereafter referred to as (I) and (II)) is extended here 
to bundless and fields of arbitrary spin. The issues studied in this larger 
treatment are partly carried over from Parts (I) and (II), to whose 
introductions and cited literature we refer for background and motivation. 
The analysis here includes the determination of conformally invariant 
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composition series and stable (positive-energy) subspaces, and spectral 
resolution of discrete R-covariant quantum numbers deforming in part into 
the standard ones for fields in Minkowski space-time. The notations and 
numbering of sections, theorems, etc., in (I) and (II) are continued here. 
From a purely group-theoretic perspective, this work treats nonunitary as 
well as unitary actions in representation spaces admitting spatio-temporal 
identifications required for a variety of theoretical purposes. These include 
the formation of local invariants on which Lagrangian field theory is based; 
the treatment of causality, which is connected to the future cone field 
structure in the underlying space-time; and the correlation with invariant 
hyperbolic partial differential equations. In connection with the program of 
finding all unitary representations of general Lie groups, this work indicates 
a possible systematic physical interpretation for some of the most interesting 
positive-energy representations that exist. The nonunitary representations 
that arise here are of special mathematical interest, having unitary stable 
factors in their composition series. These unitary factors belong not to the 
holomorphic discrete series but to its analytic continuation. This fact 
indicates a certain sharpness in the result of Schmid [22], according to which 
no discrete series representation may be indecomposably extended by 
another. The relation of positive-energy representations to unitary represen- 
tations with highest weight, due to Ol’shanskii [ 191, is recalled in 
Section 14.3, which is largely self-contained. 
Several qualitatively new features developed in this work seen in the 
higher spin s (> 1) bundles, features which are not clearly visible from the 
Minkowski space standpoint, may be briefly indicated. First, the stable 
subspace of fields for the bundle of distinguished conformal weight s + 1, 
while still two-step (massless and massive), does not reach to the top of any 
composition series (a maximal increasing finite sequence of invariant 
subspaces) of the space of all fields, as can be arranged in the cases of spins 
0 and +. These composition series, and others for arbitrary conformal 
weights, are determined in Theorems 14.1 and 14.2. 
Secondly, while all these distinguished stable composition factors are 
unitary (Theorem 14.4) and have positive energy-namely, (HY, Y) is 
nonnegative for all smooth fields Y in the space in question, where H is the 
self-adjoint Hamiltonian corresponding to infinitesimal future temporal 
displacements (universal a/at or Minkowski a/ax,) and (., .) is the confor- 
mally invariant scalar product,*nly a few of these, including those fields 
corresponding to apparently physical particles or fields, are “completely 
positive.” The latter materially stronger constraint introduced here is the 
natural and covariant one of the nonnegativity of the Noether quantity 
(HP, Y’) for all H corresponding to any everywhere future-pointing 
infinitesimal causal displacement. Among all these positive-energy free fields, 
only the massless fields of spins 0, i, 1 and massive fields of spins ~3 are 
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completely positive (Theorem 14.6). Conformally invariant nonlinear 
systems on G corresponding to spins 0 and 1 such as the Yang-Mills 
equations are also completely positive, as will be demonstrated in a future 
article. 
The higher spin massless fields also exhibit finite propagation velocity and 
Huygens’ principle since their field components, after multiplication by a 
simple smooth nonvanishing function, satisfy the wave equation 
(Theorem 12.8). The space of all spatial restrictions of normalizable massless 
fields is a closed subspace of an L,-Sobolev space (Theorem 14.4). 
Finally, Theorem 15.13 may be applied to determine the conformally 
invariant subspaces of l-form solutions of Maxwell’s equations, related to 
gauge theoretical issues of much current interest in physics; the result may 
be briefly formulated as follows. It is known that any normalizable two-form 
solution F of Maxwell’s equations dF = d * F = 0 in Minkowski space 
extends to a unique distribution solution on the conformal compactification 
%I, and that l-forms A on M exist such that &I = F for any such F 
(Section 8.2). It has long been known that the space of such F is irreducible 
under the Poincare group. However, the space .y of solutions A of 
d * dA = 0 on a is not irreducible even under the conformal group, as the 
space 9c of closed l-forms on M is clearly an invariant subspace. Now a 
“gauge” is essentially a subspace of 9 complementary to I yc, and a variety 
of gauges that are invariant under proper subgroups of the conformal group 
are known. By Theorem 15.13, there is no conformally invariant gauge. 
However, the analysis summarized in the theorem also reveals a unique 
proper conformally invariant subspace ,7, of .7 such that .Y, + ~yc = 2 ; 
moreover, U; and %i*, generate all invariant subspaces of 9, Unlike general 
A in .Y , an element A E ,;“, is determined by its restriction, together with a 
finite number of its time derivatives (in fact, three), to a space-like surface. 
The local specification of this partial gauge and its relation to gauge- 
invariant interactions will be treated later. 
X. THE INDUCING REPRESENTATIONS 
10.1. Irreducible Subspaces of Tensors 
The representations of the scale-extended Poincare group p considered in 
this work will be, apart from conformal weights, equal to certain 
subrepresentations of the N-fold tensor products of the basic representation 
R = R + @ R - in C4 encountered in (II) for the spin 4 case: 
R:L+ 
L 0 
0 L*-’ 
(L E SL(2, C)). 
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These representations, and also their extensions to discrete symmetries, will 
be induced to 6 in the present section. The formation of tensor products in 
the present context of bundles and wave equations is also known as the 
“method of fusion” [3]. 
Given a positive integer N, let TN denote the N-fold tensor product 
c4 @ a** @ C4. Given a complex constant w, define the representation R$ in 
TN of the isotropy group GP (p = 0 X --I E I@) by the equation 
R”,(J((t x L) 2 F)) v1 @ ..a @ v, = e”“R(L) u, @ .a. @R(L) v, 
(t E R, L E SL(2, C), F E H(2), vj E C”). 
(Cf. the beginning of Section 7.2 for notation.) Clearly Rt has conformal 
weight w. Extend RN, to a representation of G-,’ x 2, by defining its action 
on the discrete symmetries T, C, and P as the N-fold tensor products of the 
standard discrete symmetries in C4 defined by Eq. (7.3). (We sometimes 
identify GP with P, via /I above.) 
To identify certain irreducible subrepresentations of Rf,, adopt the 
following notation. Let the set (1,2,..., NJ be denoted iN for any positive 
integer N. A decomposition of iN is defined as an ordered pair of two disjoint 
subsets N + and N _ of iN (either of which may be empty) whose union is iN ; 
the decomposition is denoted N, + N- . The corresponding non-boldface 
letters N, and N- then denote the number of elements in N, and N- . 
Given such a decomposition, let T(N+ , N-) denote the subspace spanned by 
the tensors 
v,@..* @v, (Vi E C”) 
where ys vi = vi if j E N, and ys vj = -vi if j E N- . (Recall ys = ( i J,).) 
Now the group of permutations of {I ,..., N) is represented linearly on Tiy 
in an obvious way. Let S(N+ , N-) denote the subspace of vectors in 
T(N+ , N-) fixed under the linear transformations corresponding to 
permutations of N, and permutations of N- , separately. Besides leaving 
S(N + , N-) invariant, the representations RN,IF are irreducible on 
S(N+ , N-); allowing N, and N- to vary, it is well known that all of the 
irreducible representations of SL(2, C) are thereby presented. Let R$*N- 
denote this restriction of Rc, defined on p’ x Z,, to S(N+, N-). Then 
clearly each member of R, 
REtqN-(C) and R 
N+,N-(p U (T}) leaves S(N+ , N-) invariant, and 
E+*“-(P) take S(N +,N_)intoS(N-,N+). 
Given two decompositions N, + N- and N; + NY of iN, clearly Rf;l+qNmlg 
is equivalent o RflJ:+*N’- 1~ if and only if N, =N’,, N- =N’, and w=w’. 
There is in this case also a canonical equivalence of the restrictions of Rt to 
S(N+ , N-) and S(N; , NL), which is obtained in the obvious way from any 
permutation of iN taking N, into N; , and which will figure frequently in the 
sequel. 
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It is necessary to define essentially one more type of irreducible subspace 
of T”” in order to accommodate the action of the Dirac operator on sections 
of the bundles induces from the representations Rfj+*“m. Given a dccom- 
position N + + N- of iN and an integer j E iN, let the subspace Sl (N + , NJ 
(resp. S;(N + , N-)) be defined if k E N + (resp. if k E N-), as the subspace 
of vectors in T(N+ , N-) invariant under the transformations corresponding 
to permutations of N, - {k} (resp. N,) and permutations of N- (resp. 
N- - (k}) separately, as before. Then clearly S(N + , N-) is a subspace of 
any such S:(N+,N-). In the case kE N,, define A:(N+ ,N_) as the 
orthogonal complement of S(N + , N - ) in S: (N + , NJ, orthogonality being 
relative to the standard inner product on TN obtained from that on C4 
(cf. (I)). (Alternatively and more invariantly, the A :(N+ , N-) could be 
defined as suitable joint eigenspaces in s:(N+ , N-) of Casimirs of s/(2, C) 
acting via RN,.) Clearly A:(N+, N-) is (0) if N, = {k). 
Given a decomposition N + + N _ of i,, set s + = $V+ and s _ = $‘V-. 
Consistently with normal physics usage, we say that Rz+3N- defines a 
representation of spins (s +, s-), an ordered pair. By the rules for forming 
tensor products of representations of SU(2), R”,le leaves invariant the 
At(N + , NJ, and also defines an irreducible representation of spins 
(s+-l,s-)ifkEN+ and(s+,s_-l)ifkEN-. 
10.2. Orthonormal Bases 
In order to define bases for the Rz-induced fields over fi, naturally bases 
for the S(N + , N -) are required. The entirely conventional bases we define in 
this section for the latter will be labelled by the standard angular momentum 
parameters, and in a manner such that the usual expansions involving 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients will be valid (Scholium 10.1). It will suffice to 
define them for arbitrary S(Nt , N!), where NO, = (l,..., N,} and 
NO = {N, + l,..., NJ. Basis vectors for S(N+ , N-), given a general decom- 
position N + + N _, are defined as those corresponding with the basis vectors 
of S(Nt , N?) via the above canonical equivalence of S(N+ , N-) with 
S(Nt , NO). Basis vectors will also be defined below for the subspaces 
A,$+(Nt , NY) and A;++ i(NO,, No). Similar canonical equivalences deter- 
mined by permutations also define the basis vectors for the other 
A:(&, N-1. 
With s, as above, take any m in the range -s+ , -s+ + l,..., s, . Let 
p=s,+m,q=s,- m, and let e, , e2, e3, e4 be the standard basis vectors of 
C4; e.g., 
0 i‘l 1 e, = 0 ’ 
b/ 
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Define the normalized basis vectors 1 s, m)+ of S(N+ , 4) (4 = empty set) as 
follows. Note that there are (p + q)/(p!q!) distinct vectors that one can 
obtain from 
by arbitrary permutations of the IV, tensor factors. Let Wp,, be the sum of 
all distinct such, and define 
ls+m)’ =((;y)J I’* wp,*. (10.2) 
Then Is+m)+ has norm 1, 
SCHOLIUM 10.1. 
Ij, +.i*m)+ = c (j, ml ;j2~zIjl +j2d IjIm,)+ 0 lj2m2>+ (10.3) 
ml.m2 
for all j,, j, = 0, 4, l,... and m for which the left-hand side is deBned. 
Proo$ Cf. Section 5.4 and the references there for background on 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Those above (which are 0 if m # m, + m,) can 
be evaluated in closed form: 
( (2j,)!(2j2)!(j, +j2 + m)!(j, +j, - m)! 1 
10 
= (2j, + Y,)!(j, - m,)!(j, + mJ(j, -m2)!(j, + m2)! 
by Eq. (3.6.12) of [5]. Set p = j, + j, + m, q = j, + j, -m; then it is clear 
from the definition of the Wj,k that 
the sum 2’ extending over all p,, q,, p2, and q2 such that p, + p2 = p, 
q, +q2=q, p, +q, = 2j,, and p2 +q2= 2j2. With ml =$(pl -4,) and 
m2 = j(p, - q2), (*) is equivalent by Eq. (10.2) to 
((P+q)!) l/2 p!q! I.& + j2m)’ 
ZZ ! (PI + 4s I’* XC Plk,! ) I.hmJ+ ( ‘“p’,~~‘!)“* Ij2m2>+, . . 
which reduces to Eq. (10.3). 
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Next, define ]s- m)- for m = --se ,..., s- by the same expressions 
(lO.l)-(10.2) with e, and e2 replaced by e3 and e4, respectively. Then the set 
of all Is+m+)’ (s-m-)- (h enceforth the @ in expressions uch as (10.3) is 
omitted) is an orthonormal basis for S(Nt , NO). A more useful orthonormal 
basis, however, is defined by the equations 
I@+ 3 S-U m>= C (s+ m,;s- m2 I&) Is+ ml)+ Is- mz>- 
ml,Jm 
for j = ] s_ - s + I ,..,, s+ + s- and m = -j ,..., j. The particular space 
S(N+, NP) to which utilized basis elements belong will be either stated 
explicitly, irrelevant, or when necessary denoted as in Scholium 10.3; 
likewise, the “(s+, s _ >,’ in ](s + , s - )j m) may sometimes be omitted when it 
is clear from the context 
The two orthonormal bases used for Ai+ No) are defined by 
IS+ - 1 ml),++ Is- mz>- = mFm, (so - + m,; -+m4 1 s+ - 1 ml) 
x’~s+ -+ m3)+ (+- m4)+ Is- m2)Y, 
which equals 
- (s+~+m1)1’2 is+-+ ml-+-)+ /f +-)+ Is- mJ 
+ (s+~+m1)1’2 Is+--+ ml++-)+ rf -+)+[s- m,)- 
by Table I.1 on p. 224 of [ 131, and 
I(s+--l,s-)jm)N+= C ++-I m,; s- m2 Ij m) Is+ - 1 m,>,++ Is- m,>-. 
mlrm2 
Canonically corresponding basis elements for other At (N + ,N -) are denoted 
Is+ - 1 m,>,C Is-mL and ](s + - 1, s -) j m)k. The orthonormal bases 
used for A;++ ,(Nt , NO) are defined by 
Is+ m,)+(s--1 m,)-= C 
m3rm4 ( 
+- m,;s--+ m,/s--1 m2) 
x Is+ ml)+ + m3 
I j-1 
s--i m4 
) 
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(sp;-%)l’*,s+ ml)+ 1; +)- is--+ -I-+) 
_ (s-;pm2)1’21s+ ml)+ if -+)- IS--+- m2+-$ 
again by Table I. 1 of [ 131, and 
KS +,s- - l)j mh+ + 1 
= C (s+ m,;s-- 1 m,lj m)Is+ ml)+ Is-- 1 m2);++1. 
ml.m2 
Likewise, canonically corresponding basis elements for other A ; (N + , N -) 
are denoted Is+ ml)’ ]s- - 1 m,)i and ](s+, s- - 1)j m)k. 
10.3. Infinitesimal Basis Actions 
Let N + + N _ be a decomposition of i, as before. The infinitesimal actions 
of dRt( t i), h traceless and skew-hermitian, on the above basis elements 
IQ, 9 s-)j m) and ](s’+, sY)j m)k, are easily determined. It is convenient 
that the matrix elements can be taken real; to do this we complexify the Lie 
algebra { (“, -“,* ): A E 42, C)) by adjunction of a complex structure A, and 
extend dRz by linearity: 
dRE (f(i -i*))=idRE (t -l.+) (AEsZ(2,C)). 
SCHOLIUM 10.2. For all basis vectors 1 j m) equal to one of the 
I@+ 9s-)j m) or (s;, s[)j m)k and R=RE where fN=s++s-= 
s: t sY t 1, we have 
dR A 
i i 
i 
--u 
23 O 
0 
i 
--u 
2 3 !j lj m>=m lj m), 
= (j-m)1’2(j+ m + 1)lj2 Ij m + 1), 
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=(jtm)“*(j-m- 1)l121j m- 1). 
Proof: Straightforward from the definition. 
The following actions of the discrete symmetries on the basis vectors 
I@+ 3 SC)j m > in S(N+, N_) are easily determined. 
SCHOLIUM 10.3. Let Ij m)CN+,N-) denote the vector I(s+ , SK)j m) in 
S(N + , N-) as defined earlier, for any decomposition N + t N _ of iN. Then 
for any positive integer N and conformal weight w and with R = RN,, 
R(T) lj mh+,N_) = N”(-ll--m Ij - m),N+,N-,v 
R(C) Ij m)(N+,N_) = (i>2m(-V”+ Ij -m > (N-,N+) 
and 
R(p) Ij llz)(N+,N-) = kl)‘++‘--j Ij m)(N-,N+)e 
Proof Equation (7.3) and the property 
(jImI; j2m2 I j m)= (-1y’l+j2-j(j2m2; j,m, /j m) 
are used. 
The following general action of the remaining three generators (2 _oOj) 
(j = 1, 2, 3) in these irreducible representations of s/(2, C) does not seem to 
be given, succinctly or otherwise, in the standard references, although 
methods are commonly given for the evaluation of specific matrix elements. 
THEOREM 10.4. With hypothesis and notation as in the preceding 
Scholium, except for writing (j, , j,) in place of the spins (s + , SC) or 
(s!+ , sL), we have 
dR 4% 
0 
i’ 
(j + m)(j - m)(j, + .i2 + j + l)(j, + 1, - j + 1) 
I) 
10 
x (j, -j2 +.W,-j, +A = 
j'(2j- 1)(2j t 1) 
lj- lm> 
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+ m(j, -JW, +A + 1) 
Aj+ 1) Ij m> 
t [ 
(j+m+l)(j-m+l)(jl+j2+j+2)(j,+j2-j) 
‘1 
112 
+ X(j,-j,+j+l)(j,-j,+j+l) 
(j + 1)*(2j + 1)(2j + 3) 
x lj+ 1 m), (10.4) 
dR 
!( 
to, 0 402 0 
0 - fo, 0 - $7, Ij m> 
i 
[ 
(j - m)(j - m - WA + j,, + j + W, + .i2 - j + 1) 
‘I 
I/2 
x (A -.i2 +A(j, -.A +A = 
j'(2j - 1)(2j + 1) 
xlj-lm+l) 
+ l(j-m)(j+ m + 1)1”2(j, -j,N, +A + 1) ,j m + 1j 
Xi + 1) 
_ [ 
t 
(j + m + l)(j + m + 2)(j, + j, + j + 2)(j, + j, -j) 
‘1 
112 
X(j,-j,+j+l)(j,-j,+j+l) 
(j + 1)'(2j + 1)(2j + 3) 
xlj+lm+l). (10.5) 
and 
$32 0 
0 - ju, Ij m> 
i 
[ 
(j+m)(j+m-l)(jl+j2+j+l)(j,+jz-j+l) 
'1 
I/2 
=-- X (j, -j2 +.W, -j, +A 
j'(2j - 1)(2j + 1) 
xlj-lm-1) 
+ I(jtm)(j-mtl)l”2(j,-j,)(j,+j2t1) ,j m-l) 
Ai+ 1) 
i 
[ 
(j-mtl)(j-mt2)(j,tj2tjt2)(j,tj2-j) 
'i 
l/2 
t X(j,-j2+jt l)(j,-j, tjt 1) 
(j t lj2(2j t 1)(2j t 3) 
X/j+ lm-1). (10.6) 
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Remarks. (I) The usual convention of the omission of any terms in the 
right-hand sides of these equations within which the parameters in the basis 
elements are outside the earlier-stated ranges is followed here. This 
convention prevents the taking of any square roots of negative numbers or 
division by 0 in the numerical coefficients, except for the Ij m) term in the 
first equation. There the coefficient is understood to be 0 ifj, and hence also 
m and j, - j,, equals 0. 
(2) The first equation explicitly upholds the Condon-Shortley 
convention defining the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, that the matrix 
elements “(j mlJ,, Ij’ m)” should be nonnegative for j# j’, i.e., 
Eq. (5.14). 
(3) The Theorem subsumes the information in Table VIII of (I) and 
Table II of (II), which treated the cases j, = j, and j, = j, f 4, respectively. 
Proo$ It suffices to derive the first equation, the next two being 
obtainable from commutators of the actions in Scholium 10.2 and the action 
of $( 7 -:, ). The derivation involves no essential feature of the represen- 
tations Rt not contained in the definition of the basis vectors for the spaces 
S(N+, N-) and Sf(N+, N-) via the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and it is 
simpler to use the notation of paragraphs 4 and 5 of Section 5.4. The 
connection is made via the equations 
i( 
-‘o. 
2 J 
0 
A 
0 -i,. 
2 J 
and 
forj=1,2,3. 
It suffices then to compute the coefftcients A, B, and C in the equation 
J:lj m)=Alj m)+B(j+l m)+C(j-1 m}, (10.7) 
since by (3.3.3) in [5], matrix elements connecting to other Ilm) with 
) I - j] > 1 are 0. Now using the expansion 
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for j’ = j - 1, j, and j + 1, Eq. (10.7) is equivalent to the set of scalar 
equations 
m,(j, m,;j, m,l.i m>=ACi, ml;j2 4.i m> 
+B(j, m,;.i, m21j+ 1 m> 
+ C(j, m, ;j, m2 /j - 1 m). (10.8) 
there being one equation for each pair (m, , m,) such that m, + m, = m. A, B, 
and C can depend only on j, m, j,, and j2, however, so generically three 
linearly independent equations result from the choices of, say, m2 = -j,, 
m, = -j-, and m, =j2. 
The coefficients in (10.8) for these choices were evaluated explicitly using 
formula (3.29) on p. 46 of [ 131 for (j, m, ; j, - j,l j, m3), and using the 
standard recursion and transformation relations for the others. The deter- 
minant of the resulting 3 x 3 matrix turns out to be nonzero if and only if 
j, -j, + m # 0; in this case inversion gives the coefficients in 
Eqs. (10.4)-( 10.6). 
In the case j, - j, + m = 0, and m’ can be found for the same j such that 
h, - j, + m’ # 0 provided j # 0; in this event evaluation of J: j j m) is 
reduced to the prior case and application of Scholium 10.2. The final case 
remaining is that of j = m = 0. Here the matrix element (101 J: IO 0) is 
evaluated using the hermiticity of Ji; the remaining matrix element 
(0 0 1 J$ IO 0) is directly evaluated to 0, consistently with (10.4). Namely, it 
is known that (jm; j - m IO 0) = (-ly’-m/dm; thus 
lOO)=C (-I)+” 
m d& m>j -m> 
and (OO~J~~OO)=O. 
XI. COVARIANCE OF THE DIRAC OPERATOR 
11.1. Induced Representations in the Curved Parallelization. 
The proof given in this section of the conformal covariance of the Dirac 
operator acting sections of the bundles induced from arbitrary irreducible 
representations of F that are trivial on the translation subgroup and of a 
specific conformal weight will require bases for the finite-dimensional 
inducing representation spaces, but not bases for the fields (i.e., sections). 
Construction of the latter is taken up in the next section. 
Let N be an arbitrary positive integer, and w E C. The space of smooth 
sections of the bundle over fi induced from RN, will be denoted !I”,. The 
subspace of fields corresponding to the irreducible subrepresentation R,N+*N- 
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on S(N+ , N-) is denoted S,(N + , N -) for any decomposition N + + N _ of 
iN. Fields will be identified with their left-parallelized forms as defined in 
Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1.4 unless otherwise stated. Since RN, is defined 
as a representation of P X Z,, the group G;’ x Z, acts on the induced 
bundle. The corresponding representation of e x Z, on sections is denoted 
U$. As before the Z, component with generator C acts trivially on A, and 
nontrivially on the induced bundles. Building on the terminology of 
Section X, we will say that fields with values in S(N+ , N-) are fields of 
spins (s+, s-) (where s, = flv, and s- = fiK), and say that U”, restricted 
to such fields is a representation of spins (s+ , s-). 
It will suffice for present purposes to derive the actions of the discrete 
symmetries T, C, P and generators S, Xj, and Yj in the representations Uz. 
SCHOLKJM 11.1. For any smooth section YE S”,, 
du”,(X,)Y = 4, Y, dUN,(Yj) !?’ = - Yj Y, 
dUN,(Xj)Y = -Xi Y - dRN, [ i; i;j] v: 
UN,(T): Y(t x W) -+ RN,(T)[Y(-t x w)], 
u”,(c): Y(t x W) -, R;(C)[ Y(t X w)], 
U;(P): Y(t x W) + RN, 
-w-’ 
o -;-, ] R;(P)[V x W-‘11 
(t x WE R’ x SU(2)), 
and 
du;(s)Y=--SY-wu-,u,Y+R; O Y 
e-” U, 1 
U,= i ujbj,bj=ioj . 
j=l 
Proof: By Corollaries 4.1.5, 4.1.6, and 4.1.7. 
SCHOLIUM 11.2. The restrictions of U”, and Uy-, to S,(N+ , N -) and 
S,- ,,,(N + , N -), respectively, are contragredient. 
ProoJ It follows as in the proof of Scholium 7.3 and by the fact that all 
irreducible representations of SL(2, C) are self-contragredient. 
11.2. The K-Invariant Dirac Operator 
The generalized Dirac operator acting on multi-component (@C4-valued) 
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fields over A used here is identifiable with the canonical operator determined 
by the standard curved metric (cf. Section 3.7) and trivial spin structure, 
acting on sections on the N-fold tensor product of the abstract spin bundle 
with itself, and presented in parallelized form. Namely, the abstract operator 
is 
I=0 j=l 
the {x’ 1 being any set of local coordinates, V, the covariant derivative deter- 
mined by the metric, and y the mapping of covectors into linear maps in the 
spin spaces satisfying the Clifford relations. The parallelization is that given 
by the isometry group of left translations on R ’ x SU(2); any two spin 
spaces are thereby given a preferred linear equivalence. It also turns out that 
i aj 0 ‘Xjzxj+t 0 aj[ I (j= 1,2,3) 
with-the choices of y-matrices that have been adopted (cf. [6]). 
Despite this digression, however, no application of the differential- 
geometric definition is presented here or contemplated; the parallelized 
operators is defined directly. In fact, a l-parameter family @L (r E C, 
unrelated to the conformal weight) of operator will be presently defined, each 
of which commutes equally with the maximal essentially compact subgroup 
ii: in all of the representations U$ (cf. Scholium 7.5); PZi equals the above 
parallelized Dirac operator. The main theorem of the next section states that 
e-covariance as in Theorems 5.3 and 7.6, forces r = 1 and also determines 
the conformal weight-a function of the particular space S(N+ , N-) within 
which the fields take values. 
Given any constant r, define the operator L@L by 
+i c v,@... @J’Vj@... @&Iv,@... @ON 
l=O j#k 
(11.1) 
for all C4-valued functions uk, where go =X0 and 2j = Xi + (i/2)r[ 7 zj] for 
j = 1,2, 3. Also, define 9c = @i. 
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THEOREM 11.3. All the 25: commute with dU$ZY). 
Proof. 9: obviously commutes with X0 and the Yj. By the N= 1 result 
(Scholium 7.5), it suffices to show that dUN,(Xj) commutes with the second 
term in (11.1). By Scholium 11.1, and taking, e.g., the case j = 1, clearly it 
suffices to show 
o= 2 WJ, +hl VI o&v, + yh 0 [&Xl t b,] v,}. 
/=2,3 
Using Y’= r,q -:I ] (I = 2,3), and e.g., [b,, b2] = -2b, and 
[X,, X2] = -2X,, this is easily verified. 
11.3. Determination of Conformal Weights 
Let N, + N_ be an arbitrary decomposition of iN, and !P any field in 
S,(N+ , N_). It is easy to see that 9Zr Y takes values in the direct sum 
,; 
+ 
S,(N+ - {k}, N- U {k}) t ,z- S:(N+ " {kh N- - ik)); 
a liner (also orthogonal) decomposition of this space is 
c [S(N+ - PI, N- u {k}) tA,(N+ - WI, N- U lk)>l 
kcN+ 
+ k;e [SW+ U PL N- - Ikl) + A:(N+ U {kl, N- - {kl)l (11.2) 
(cf. Section 10.1). Now clearly the components with respect to (11.2) of 
!9: Y in the S(N+ - {k}, N- U {k)) for various k E N, are canonically 
equivalent, and similarly for the other three types of irreducible summands in 
(11.2). Thus four R-invariant operators, obtained by following the 
differential operator by a projection acting only on the field values, are 
defined. Each maps the R, N+,N--bundle into bundles from other irreducible 
representations of P. The following shows that each operator is G-covariant 
for a unique conformal weight. 
Let P(N+ , N-) (resp. P:(N+ , N-)) denote the orthogonal projection of 
TN onto S(N_ , N-) (resp. A:(N+ , N_)), for any decomposition N, + NP . 
THEOREM 11.4. Let N be any positive integer and N, t N- any decom- 
position of {l,..., N}. Let m(S) be a smooth function on M. 
(1) Suppose N, > 0 and k E N,, and set P= P(N+ - {k), 
N- U {k)). Then the equation 
[PGJ;, dUz(S)] Y = m(S) P’ZZi Y (11.3) 
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holdsforallYYSS,(N+,N~)ifandonlyifr=1,w=1+~N+-~N~,and 
m(S) = -u_1u‘$. 
(2) Suppose N- > 0 and k E N- , and set P = P(N+ U {k}, 
N _ - {k}). Then the equation 
[PL9;, dU;(S)] !P = m(S) PC?Z; !P (11.4) 
holdsforalZYYSS,(N+,N~)ifandonZyifr=1,w=1+~N~-fN+,and 
m(S)=-up,u,. 
(3) Suppose N+and N- are both positive, let k E N, and j E N- , and 
set P= P;(N+ - {k}, N- U {k}) and Q = P,f(N+ U {j}, N- - (j}). Then 
the equations 
and 
[Pa;, dU;(S)] !?‘= m(S) P@; Y (11.5) 
[Qg:, dU”(S>]y= m(S) Qg:: y, (11.6) 
each asserted to hold for all YE S,(N + , N-) are equivalent, and each holds 
ifandonlyifr=l,w=2+~N++~N-,andm(S)=-u_,u,. 
ProoJ: Initially the parts (l)-(3) are treated simultaneously. By 
Scholium 11.1, 
dU;(S) v, 0 *.+ 
j=l 
where 
1 eitUb 
~=-s-+-l 
[ 
0 
0 1 e-% * 
(11.7) 
Set 9: = CfzO~‘X1 - {ry,y,. Since RN, leaves the S(N+, N-) and 
A:(N+ , N-) invariant, dU$(S) commutes with the above projections P(., .) 
and Pt(., .); thus we first simplify the commutator 
[GS;, dU;(S)] v1 @ .a. @ v, 
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the v, being C4-valued functions. In analogy with the cross-product notation 
of Section 7.4, define (U X U)j and (u x X)j for j = 1,2,3 by 
(u x o), = u2u3 - ujuz, (u x X), = u2X3 - uJXz, and cyclic permutations; 
also set (a X u)~ = -(a x u)~. 
Using (11.7), Table I of [6], Table IV of (I), and Theorem 7.6, the 
commutators in (11.8) are evaluated as follows: 
It>91=-u-*u,x,+u,~ u,X,+W’u,u,-+i[ “‘b”” 
I=1 
& J, 
-e b 
1 
+ wW’u_,uj--iiu, 
[ 
eifuj 0 
2 0 e-“uj I 
+-+i(r- 1) 
[ 
e”(u X u)~ 0 
0 e-“(u X u)~ I 
(J’= 132, 3), 
[YO, fl = [ -uou 
0 b 
[y’, $1 =i [ O 
UOUj-U-,(U X U)j 
UOUj + U-,(U X U)j 0 I 
(j = 1, 2, 3), 
and 
[!q,S]=-u-$4, i] +x,+;u-9, [; 
I=0 
++(r- l)iu, 
[ib ?I 
+ (+- WP) Liuou4 :,, ub i”ou4 +gulli”] . 
Substitution back into Eq. (11.8) and simplification gives 
[!q, dUN,(S)] v, @ *.. @ VN 
On the other hand, 
=C U,o... 0 (pi ~)Vj~.” oXoV&o 
j+k 
(11.10) 
0 u‘y 
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The result of equating (11.9) and m(S) times (11. lo), with u, 0 e.. @ vN 
replaced by suitably symmetrized tensors, and then post-multiplying by one 
of the above projections I’(+, a), etc., implies that m(S) = --u-, U, in all cases, 
merely by examination of the X,-differentiation terms. With this assignment 
for m(S), however, the differentiation terms cancel identically, and left is the 
restriction (to S(N + , N-)) and subsequent projection of the following 
equation: 
(11.11) 
[ 
-eitUb 0 
0 0 e-” U, 1 
v,@*** @Iv, 
x (t&,ul t (1 - r)(u x u),) vk 8 "' @ u,,l 
iu,u, t umlUb 
ub 0 I 
Vj@... @v, 
01 0 [ 1 0 u/v,@ *‘-@ON 
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In order to next force r = 1, evaluate Eq. (11.11) at the point where 
24 -,=uq= 1 and u1=u2=u3=O; it reduces to 
(or rather more precisely, this equation post-multiplied by a projection as 
before). Substituting the simplest vector v, @ . . . @ vN = ($N fN) then 
implies r = 1 if either the projection is one of the P(N’, , NY) (cases (1) and 
(2)) or if, in case (3), N, + N- > 2. But in this remaining case, substituting 
v,@v,=l$ 4)” If -g* is permissible, and implies r = 1 after pro- 
jection. 
With r= 1, Eq. (11.11) becomes 
x vj @ * *. @ UN = 0, 
which is equivalent o the four equations obtained by taking coefficients of 
iiu,u, and fiu-,uj (j= 1, 2, 3): 
+(3-2& v,o*** @[F ; JVj@... ov,=o, (11.12) j=l 
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(1= 1,2, 3; addition modulo 3.) (11.13) 
Examination of these equations shows that for the proof it suffices to 
consider part (1) where N + = { l,..., N, j, k = N, , N- = {N, + l,..., N), and 
part (3), Eq. (llS), with the same assignments for N, , k, and N- , In the 
first case let the projection be denoted P, , and in the second P, . It suffices to 
evaluate P, (resp. P2) of the left-hand sides of Eqs. (11.12) and (11.13), 
applied to the basis vectors (@V, M,) ’ ({NW m2)- and the results set 
equal to 0, and see that the equation w = 1 + fiV, - $V, (resp. 
w = 2 t fN, t $N,) is equivalent. Clearly also it sulices to consider one case 
of Eq.(11.13), say, I= 1. Sets, =fN+, s-=jN-. 
The cited basis vector being equal to 
(s+;+m')"2 Is+ -+- m, -q + 1; $' Is- m,>- 
+ (yql” /si -+ m,+gt / + -+ m*)-, (11.14) 
P, + P, of the left-hand side of Eq. (11.12) sends this to 
3 
CC 
St + m, Ii2 
1 (I 
1 + 
I=1 
--m,-;)+)(+~)-)IS-m2)- 
+g (s~~+-I)~~2~s+~ti.,-t,+(u,,~ +)-)(+- rn2)-) 
1’2 1 
st 2 
-- ml-r)’ I+ +)- Is-m2)- 
1’2 
St 
Using now 
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J, ( 1 m) = (I- m)“‘(l+ m + 1)1’2 II m + l), 
J-II m)=(l+m)1’2(1-m+1)1’2~1 m-l), 
fu,)l m)=m II m), 
where ul = J, + J- , o2 = -iJ+ + iJ_ , it is straightforward to compute that 
the previous expression equals 
(stitm1)“2 /st -+ ml++)t l[IVt +2-2w+2m2] 
- 2(s- + m2)1’2(s- m, + 1)1’2 
- 2(s- - m2)1’2(s- + m, + 1)1’2 
In the same way, it follows that P, + P, of the left-hand side of 
Eq. (11.13) sends (11.14) to 
(s’~tm’)“2 /st -+ ml ++)+ 
X [-IV, -2+22w+2m2 
I 
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+ 2(s- - mJ1’*(s- + m* + l)r’* + -+ - Is- 
I ) 
m*+ 1) 
I 
+ (S+;+my ISi -+ m*-f)+ 
[-N+-2+2w-2m,] 
+ 2(s- + “z,)~~*(s- - m2 t l)“* 
Thus Eqs. (11.12) and (11.13) give equivalent conditions on w. Now by 
Section 10.2 (setting s = s+ - f), 
P,lsm)+ + + - 
I 1 
Is- m2>- 
= 
( 
‘-~-~:‘)‘” 1s m)+ Is-++ m+t)-, 
P, Ism)’ + -+ 
1 1 
- Is- m2> 
= (s;m;+11)1’2,s m)’ (spt+ m2-- 
- 
i)-, 
Is- m2>- 
=-- (> +tm;)l’*/s m)+ /s--f ml-+)-, 
Nt 
Finally, one computes easily that applying P, (resp. P2) to either (11.15) or 
(11.16) set equal to 0 results in the cancellation of m, and 
w=1+4N+-{N - (resp. w = 2 t +V, t 4X). 
This completes the proof. 
Remarks. Since ii and {exp tS} generate all of G-, it follows from 
Theorems 11.3 and 11.4 that GPC provides intertwining operators from an 
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induced representation of 6 of arbitrary spins (s+ , s-) and distinguished 
conformal weight W, to one of spins (s+ - i,s- + i), or (s+ + $, s_ - f ), or 
(s + - 4, s- - f), each of conformal weight w + 1; note that the w is 
generally different in each of the three cases. In [7] an analogous 
intertwining property (Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 ) was shown to hold for the 
flat Dirac operator 9, (defined there to act in Minkowski space) and 
analogous representations holomorphically or anti-holomorphically induced 
(s- = 0 or s, = 0, respectively); the conformal weights are of course the 
same. It seems certain that relations must exist, like that of Theorem 7.4, of 
the form APSc = !?SfF, F and A “fore” and “aft” matrix-valued functions on 
a, distinct and both nonvanishing on the imbedded Minkowski space M,, 
for arbitrary N and at least for fields of spins (s, 0) and (0, s). Also, F should 
be the function multiplication by which maps the curved-parallelized form of 
a given abstract section into its flat-parallelized form (cf. Eq. (7.12)) within 
the bundle of distinguished weight. 
Regardless of whether the curved and flat (cf. [ 11) O-mass wave equations 
are thus formally identifiable, we prove later (Corollary 14.3) that the 
irreducible subspaces of the kernel of !9c are the unique conformally 
invariant infinite-dimensional irreducible subspaces of smooth periodic 
induced fields on fi, transforming at a point with spins (s, 0) or (0, s) for 
some s, such that no two distinct fields in the same subspace have the same 
value on a space-like surface at a fixed time. The last property is expected of 
the kernel of a first-order hyperbolic partial differential operator, but it is not 
at all clear a priori that subspaces of the specified type arise only from the 
kernel of such an operator. In this sense the wave equations are derived from 
the invariant and causality features of the bundles. 
XII. R-FINITE ORTHONORMAL BASES FOR FIELDS 
12.1. Definition of Bases. 
These will facilitate computations and physical applications. Unlike the 
plane wave “basis” given in textbook presentations of solutions of the Dirac 
equation, for example, the present basis fields (i) are normalizable, (ii) are 
without singularities on a, and (iii) are each transformed by any 
infinitesimal causal transformation into only a finite (and computable) linear 
combination of other basis field. 
As in (I) and (II), basis fields have the form e”“F(u) (t x u E R’ x S3), 
where n is a real and F has unit norm in L,(D3, w3) (giving S3 unit volume). 
Recall that the action of iz in any left-parallelized representation i duced 
from B depends only on the restriction of the inducing representation to 
((I $): WE SU(2)} c G-, (cf. Scholium 11.1 }. Let 9 denote one of the 
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spaces S(N+, N-) or Akf(N+, N-). Let IL m) denote a typical basis vector 
for Y as defined in Section 10.2, so that 
and 
i --u 
3 
0 idRt 2 
0 i --u 
2 3 
IL m)=-L(L+ 1)IL m> 
IL m)=mlL m); 
if 9 = S(N+, N-) then L takes values from f IN, -N- 1 to f(N+ + N-). 
The a-finite fields over S3 are thus linear combinations of the 
lj %>lj %)lL m> (j = 0, +, l,...) (12.1) 
where 
and l(j, j) 1 m3) equals the normalized scalar function I k 1 m3) 
(k = 2j - 1) defined Eq. (5.20). Now given L as above and values for the 
additional parameters r, k, I, and m such that 
(i) all pair-wise differences of the L, r, k, 1, m are integral, and 
(ii) 14 <L, lm < 1, andO<I+r<k+I, 
define j = f(k + I), and define the basis field over S3: 
l(j,.W+ r,L; l m> 
= C (Z+rm,;L m,J 
m1m 
This field is also denotec 
I m)l(j,j)Z+f m,>lL m>. (12.2) 
W# 1, ml, and we define 
Wf(n, k, I, m) = eitn Wb(k, 1, m). The latter is then an eigenvector for dUt 
applied to ix,, L:* + L& + Li,, and -iL,, (eigenvalues resp. n, -l(f + l), 
and m), but b and p are not yet diagonalized. To do this the 6j symbols are 
used (cf. Section 7.6) and a quantum number h deforming into the special- 
relativistic helicity is defined. 
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Given L as before and values for the parameters h, k, 1, and m such that 
(i) again all pair-wise differences of the five 
parameters are integral, and (12.3) 
(ii) lhl~L,<ktZth,lhl~i~ktZ+h,andIm[~Z, 
again set 2j = k + I, and as a special case of Eq. (7.33) define 
/j,(j,L)j+h;Im)=(-1)2j+‘fL(2j+2ht I)“’ 
i 
j j Itr 
I 
(12.4) 
1(21+2rt 1)‘12 L I jth l(j,j)Z+r,L;~m). 
r 
Finally, write simply IL; k h 1 m) for the left-hand side of (12.4), or 
I@ +,s-)L;khZm) ifthe spins (s+, S-) determining the possible values of L 
are to be emphasized. The product with e-“” is denoted IL; n k h 1 m). The 
previously outlined conventions for 3j and 6j coeflicients and Scholium 11.1 
then imply 
SCHOLIUM 12.1. Let U and Y denote one of the representations Ufi. and 
basis vectors 1 L; n k h 1 m). Then 
idU(X,) Y = n !P, 
dU(a)Y= -(k t f)(k t 1 t 2)!P, 
dU(p)Y’= -(k + 1 t 2h)(k t I + 2h t 2)y: 
du(p)!P= -Z(Z t l)!P, 
dU(c)Y’=(-k2-2k(Zth+ 1)-2h(lth+ I)-I)!#’ 
i 
g=+(htp)-p= + LjJ, 
jr, 
dU($(1-p))!P=h(ktIt 1 th)!P 
(a@ - PI = L34LI2 + L,,LJ, + L,,L,,)* 
12.2. Actions of R and Two Discrete Symmetries 
Given fixed values of L, n, h, and h + I= 2j satisfying conditions (12.3), 
the space spanned by the fields (L; n k h 1 m) obtained by varying the 
remaining parameters according to (12.3) transforms irreducibly under I?. by 
construction. Thus values for L account for multiplicities in the k-types in 
the induced representations of G defined thus far. 
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THEOREM 12.2. The multiplicity of any E-type within the representation 
of e on a jmite cover of 6% induced from an irreducible representation of ij 
of spins (s+ , SK), is at most 2 min(s+, s-) + 1. 
Proof: As noted earlier, L takes values from j(N+ + N_) to 
$ IN, -N- 1, and i(N+ + N-) - 4 JN, - NP I+ 1 = min(N+, N_) + 1. 
The above-described g-irreducible subspace is a tensor product 
j @ (j + h), in the notation and context of the initial paragraphs of 
Section 5.4. By Lemma 5.4.4 and Scholia 10.1 and 10.2, the theory for 3j 
and 6j coefficients ensures that the actions of the L, (1 < i, j < 4) in the 
representations dUE are determined by Scholium 10.2 and Theorem 10.4. 
COROLLARY 12.3. Set (I= U”,; then 
dU(-iL,,,) 1 L; n k h 1 m) = m 1 L; n k h 1 m), 
dU(L,,-iL,,)~L;nkhlm)=(1-m)‘~2(1+m+1)1’2~L;nkh1 m+ 1), 
dU(-L,,-iL2,)~L;nkhlm)=(l+m)1’2(l+m+1)’~2~L;nkhl m-l), 
dU(-L,,) IL; n k h 1 m) 
(l+m+l)(l-m+ l)(k+2l+h+2)(k+h)(l+h+l)(l-ht 1) 
(1+1)*(21+1)(21+3) 
xIL;nk-lkl+lm)- 
mh(h+k+l+ 1) 
Z(2 + 1) 
lL;nkhlm) 
(l+m)(l-m)(k+21+h+l)(k+h+ l)(l+h)(l-h) 
12(21- 1)(21+ 1) 
x /L; n k+ 1 h l-l m), dU(L,, - iL,,) IL; n k h 1 m) 
(l+m+l)(l+mt2)(kt2ltht2)(kth)(l+h-t1)(l-htl) “* 
=- 
(I+ 1)2(21t 1)(21+3) i 
x IL; n k-l h Z-l mtl) 
+ (I-m)(l-m-1)((kt2l+h+l)(kthtl)(l+h)(l-h) 
Z2(21+ 1)(21- 1) 
x IL;n ktl h l-l mtl), 
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and 
dU(L,, + ZL,,) IL; n k h 1 m) 
c 
(Z-m+ 1)(z-m+2)(k+2z+h+2)(Z+h+ l)(Z-hf 1) “2 =- 
(1+1)*(21+1)(21+3) 
x IL; n k-l h Z+l m-1) 
+ (Z+m>1’2(Z-~+l)“Z~(~tktZ+l) ,L; n k k Zmel) 
Z(Z+ 1) 
+ (Z+m)(Ztm-l)(kt2Zth+l)(kth+l)(Z+h)(Z-h) “’ 
c Z2(2Z+ 1)(2Z+ 1) 1 
x IL; n k+l h Z-l m-1). 
ProoJ: By Section 7.7, -iL,, = J,, +Ljl - zL,, = J,, -iL,, = J: - Jz, 
L,, - iL,, = Jt -J; , and -L,, - iL,, = Jf - JP. In addition, ifj, = j and 
j,=jth then jr-j,=-h, j,+jz+l=h+k+Zt 1, j,-j, tZ=Zth, 
andj,+j,tZt l=kt21tht 1. 
The basis action of “,(P) is determined in Section 13.2. For U(T) and 
U(C), additional notation will be needed for the basis vectors, as in 
Scholium 10.3. Given any decomposition N, + N- of i, and integer 
qEN,, let IL; n k h Z m)N+,.m (resp. IL; n k h Z rn)iz,-) denote the 
canonical basis field taking values in S(N+ , N_) (resp. Ai(N+, N-)). 
SCHOLIUM 12.4. For any decomposition N, + N- of ( l,..., N) and 
conformal weight w, 
Uz(r> IL; n k h Zm),+,,+ = (-l)‘tm+2LiN IL; n k h Z -m)N+,N_ 
and 
U”,(C) IL; n k h 1 m)N+,N- = (-l)‘+m(i)2L+2N- IL; -n k h Z-m),_,,+. 
ProoJ First, evaluate U(7) on the fields defined by Eq. (12.2), using 
Corollary 5.4.5 (where c, = 1) and Scholia 10.3 and 11.1: 
CXT)l(j,j)Z+r,L;Im) 
= C (Z+r m,;L mz[Zm)((-l)‘+r+mlI (j,j)Z+r -ml)) 
m1.w 
(iN(-1)L-m2 I L -mz)). 
Using the fact that 
(j, m, ; j, m, I j m) = (-l)j1+j2-j( j, - m, ; j, - m2 1 j - m), 
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the above is evaluated to 
t-11 f+m+2LiNI(j,j)1+r,L;I -m). 
By Eq. (12.4) it follows that 
u:(T) I j, (j, L)j + h; 1 m) = (-l)‘+m+2LiN Ij, (j, L)j + h; I -m); 
the proof for UC(C) is similar. 
12.3. Basis Action of the Dirac Operator 
By Theorem 11.4, the kernels of suitable restrictions of Pgc-where P is 
any of certain finite-dimensional projections acting on field components- 
are G-invariant for certain conformal weights. But besides the masless 
subspaces (kernels), the action of @, on general fields with values in 
C4 @ C4 will be shown to be isomorphic (locally as well as globally) to 
exterior derivatives of differential forms on 6l (Theorem 15.1); the latter 
derivatives arise in treatments of gauges for Maxwell’s equations, and 
elsewhere. Thus it is convenient o have the explicit basis action of gc. 
Since 9c commutes with R, the I?-isotypic subspaces are left invariant by 
9Yc, but since these appear with multiplicity, the action of FADE could a priori 
be very complicated. In fact the quantum number L (the parameter for “total 
internal angular momentum” relative to a curved-left or right- 
parallelization) nearly diagonalizes gc, in that 9, IL;...) involves only 
vectors of the form IL * l;...) and IL;...). 
Recall the notation introduced immediately preceding Corollary 12.4. 
THEOREM 12.5. Let N, + N- be any decomposition of { I,..., N), and set 
s, =jN+, s_=jN-. Then 
gc KS+, ~0% n k h k mh+,N- (12.5) 
1 (L + 1)’ - h*)((2j+ h + 1)2 - (L + 1)‘) “2 = -- 
L+l (2L + 1)(2L + 3) N+(N- + 1) I 
x [(s+ + se + L + 2)(s+ + se - L)(s_ -s+ + L + l)(s- - s, + L + w2 
X St 
N+-1ql.KUlql 
+ n-%(yfh+ 1) 
St + s- + 1 
L+l 1 
(s+ -se +L)(s- -s+ +L + 1) “2 
N+(N- + 1) 
X 
I( 
s+ 
N,-lql.N-Ulql 
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1 (LZ-h2)((2j+h+ 1)-L*) I’* 
+z- (2L+1)(2L-I)N+(N-+l) ( 
x((s++s--L+l)(s++s-+L+l)(s+-s-+L)(s+-q~+L-1))1'2 
X 
I( 
S+ -+,s-+i L-I;nkhlm 1 ) N+-lql.Neulql 
1 -- 
Ltl t 
((L t I)* - h2)((2j + h t 1)’ - (L t 1)“) “* 
(2L t 1)(2L t 3)N+(N- t 1) 1 
x((s+-s-tLtl)(s--s+tL+l)(s+ts_-L)(s+ts--L) 
x (s+ t s- -L - 1))“2 
1 
X Ii S+ -- ,s- -- i -.4 
2 1 Ltl;nkhlm N+-~ql.N~Ul~l 
t nt;(2jthtL)s~++;t 
t I( 
(s,ts--L)(s,ts-+Lt 1) 
N,(N- t 1) 
X 
I( s+-+,s---+ 1 L;nkhlm ) --.4 
N+-(qJ.N-Ulql 
1 (L* - h2)((2j t h + 1)’ -L*) -- 
L (2L t 1)(2L - l)N+(fY + 1) 
x ((s- -s+ tL)(s+ -se tL)(s, + s- tL t I)(s+ ts- t L))“’ 
1 1 
X Ii St -- -- 2 ,s- 2 N+-lql,Nmulql 
((Ltl)*-h*)((2j+htl)*-(Ltl)*) l’* 
(2L t 1)(2L t 3)X(N, t 1) I 
X S+ +i,s--+ L t I;nkhlm 
i N+Ulql,N--lql 
nti(2jthtl) s,ts~tl (s+-s-tLtl)(s--s,tL) 
Lt1 N-(N, + 1) 
X 
N+Uld.Ne-lql 
(L*-h*)((2jtht l)*-L*) 1'2 
(2 t 1)(2L - l)N-(zv, t 1) 1 
x[(s++s--Lt+)(s+ts-tL+l)(s--s+tL)(s--s++L-1)]”2 
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x s, 
N+Ulql.N--lql 
1 ((L t 1)’ - h2)((2j + h + l)* - (L + l)* 1’2 -- 
LSl (2L + 1)(2L t 3) N-(N, t 1) 1 
x s+-+,s+ I( i 
+ 34 
Ltl;nkhlm 
N+Uhl,N -lql 
t 
i 
n+G(2j+ht l)‘Ly: (s+ ts--L)(s+ -ts_+Lt 1) 
N-(N, t 1) 
1 + .q 
X S+ --,s 2 - N,U(ql,N-Ulql 
(L*-h*)((2j+ht 1)*-L’) ‘I* 
(2L t 1)(2L - l)N-(N, + 1) 1 
x [(s+ ts- +L t l)(s+ ts- +L)(s+ --se t L)(s- -s+ tL)]i’* 
1 + 94 
X s+ --) s 2 - 
N,Ulql.Nm-lql 
In the case of fields holomorphically (s_ = 0) or anti-holomorphically 
(s+ = 0) induced, many of these terms are 0, and before giving the general 
proof we specialize Eq. (12.5) accordingly in the following corollary. In 
these representations the R-types are of multiplicity 1 (Theorem 12.2); it is 
advantageous to simplify the notations for these fields, notations which will 
be used in later sections. Thus if $? = s let IS; n k h 1 m)‘, or simply 
1 n k h 1 m)+, denote the basis element 1(x, 0)s; n k h 1 m)N+,N_ when N- = 4, 
and likewise js;nkhZm)- or Inkhlm)- for I(O,s)s;nkhlm),+,,_ when 
N, =gi 
Notation for the basis fields taking values in S(i,,- {q}, {q)) or 
S({q}, iN - {q}) for some q is also needed for the above specialization of 
(12.5); here the g-types are at most multiplicity 2. Let 
I(s - i, $)L; n k h I m),+ denote the field IL; It kh Im)iN-,q,,(ol, and let 
I(&-$)L;nkhlm); denote the field IL;nkhZm)(,,,iN-,9,, both for 
L = s, s - 1. The redundant (s - $,i) and (f, s - f) may be omitted when it 
is understood that tensors of order N = 2s are being considered. 
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COROLLARY 12.51. Let N be a positive integer, and set s = ;N. Then 
gc 1s; n k h 1 m)’ 
= 6 
qe1 
n-$(2j+h+ 1) Is;nkhlm)i 1 
+ (s* - h’)“‘((2j + h + 1)’ -s*)“* 
S 
(s- I:nkhlm);[ (12.6) 
and 
= ;7 
- i[ q=l 
n+$(2j+h+ 1) js;n k h 1 m); 
I 
+ (s’-h*)“*W+h+ 1)-s*)“* /s- l;nkhlm)- 
I 9 . 
(12.7) 
s 
Remark. Corollary 7.12.1 is in turn a corollary of (12.6)-(12.7). (The 
helicity h in (II) takes the values f 1.) 
Proof of Theorem 12.5. As before it suffices for the proof to assume 
N, = ( I,..., N,} and N-=i,V-N+, and consider particular values of q, 
e.g., N, E N, and N, + 1 E N-. Let sit = fN, . Since gC commutes with 
g, the terms in the right-hand side corresponding to these values of q must 
have the form 
~4(L’)IL’; nkhlm),, . . . . . N+-lJ,lN+ ,..... yl 
1. ’
+ ~:A2654 IL’; nkh ~m)l~:~~t.N+-lI,lM+.....NI 
L’ 
+ 1 A,(L’) 1 L’; n k h 1 m) II . . . . . . v++ll.lN++2 ,...., VI 
L’ 
+ 1 A&L’) IL’; n k h ~m):l:lv~,+N~+I~.lN++2,,..,.~~ 
L’ 
for certain constants A r(L’),..., A,@‘), depending also only on n, h, and j. 
These constants must be determined, and it must be shown that A,(L’) = 0 if 
IL -L’I > 1. 
To decompose the action of gC some additional notation is needed. Given 
any 4 X 4 matrix b, tensor v, $3 a=. @ vN E TN, and integer k E i,, define 
b,(v, @ ... @u,)=u,@*** Oh,@*-. @?I,, 
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b(u,O.** @u,)= c b,(u,@... @UK). 
k=l 
LEMMA 12.5.2. For any U= UE, 
Proof By definition of gC and 
Xj + ibj = -dU(Xj) - ibj (j = 1, 2, 3). 
By the Lemma it is more convenient o apply gC to the basis fields 
Ij hi} ei’n Ij + h m,), 
since X, (0 < j < 3) and the internal actions in Eq. (12.8) do not affect the 
scalar factors Ij iii); for simplicity of notation these left-most factors /j iii) 
will be omitted in the equations to follow in the proof. 
The parts of the A,@‘) coming from the first term of left-hand side of 
Eq. (12.8) (both terms commute with E) are 0 for L’ # L; to see this, note 
that 
Ij+h m,>= C (j m,;Lmlj+h m,>lj m,)l(s+,sJL m), 
ml,m 
and 
KS +,S-F m>= ) (s+ -+,+)s+,s-;L m) 
(12.9) 
by the standard variant of Eq. (7.33). It follows that the sum C, is over 
p=s-+) andp= s- - +, which will determine A,(L) and A,(L), respec- 
tively. The above equals 
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I 
s+ - f i St 
S- L s-+f 
X 
I( 
+ C-1) (1/2)N+L ,/m fi 1 “‘,- 4 1 s ‘; 1. 1 - - 2 
X (St -+,s--+- 
For A, and A,, observe that 
I@+ Y s-)Lm)= Is+, (+,s- -+)s-;L m) 
= (-1) (W)N+L~~ dm 1 st f s, + t 1 
s--i L s- 
X S+ ++,S--+ 
+ t-11 WWtL~~ \/N, 1 s+ 4 s, -t 1 s--f L S- 
X 
I( 
St-+-,s--+- 
Evaluation of the four 6j symbols then determines the coeffkients of n in 
(12.5). For example, for A ,(L), 
I 
1 s+ --i f Si 
S- L s-+4 t 
L s- = 
I 
St 
f S+-f s- + f t 
=(-l)s++s-tL 
( 
(L +s+ -s-)(L +s- -St + 1) 'I2 
(2s- + 1)(2s- + 2) 2s+(2st + 1) i 
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A,(L)= 
( 
(s+ --s- +L)(s--s+ +L+ 1) “2 
N+(N + 1) i . 
The spatial part of Eq. (12.8) is reexpressed in 
LEMMA 12.5.3. 
= -2(L), dU(JP,) - 2(J+), dU(JP) - 2(0,), dU(J;) 
+ (J-&J+ + (J+),J- + (U&1:*~.3 5 (12.10) 
where J, = (’ o A ), J_ = (y i), and the writing of a 2 x 2 matrix M denotes 
(7 3 
Proof: Note Xj = -2iJj’, J; = J: f iJ;, and u2=-iJ+ fiL, 
u, = J, + J-, and substitute. 
We consider first q = N, (i.e., determine A,(L’) and A,(L’)), and apply 
the right-hand side of (12.10) to (12.9). Set m2 = -j - h, and use 
dU(JP,)lj+h -j-h)=dmJj+h -j-h+ l), 
dU(J“)lj+h -j-h)=O, 
dU(J;) Ij + h -j - h) = -(j + h) [j + h -j - h), 
J, IL m) = (L - m)“*(L + m + l)r’* 1 L m + l), 
ja,IL m)=mlL m), 
J- IL m) = (L + m)“*(L - m + 1)1’2 JL m - 1). 
The results of applying these six operators to the right-hand side of 
Eq. (12.9) are linear combinations of vectors of the form 
lj m’)l((s+ -t,f)s+,s-)L m”), 
or equivalently linear combinations of 
(j m’) I($, (s, - f, s-)L*)L m”), (1) 
which are spanned by the 
lj m’> If &IL* m,>. (2) 
But L * = L f f from the form of (l), and the (A), in Eq. (12.10) act only on 
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the 14 m4) factors, i.e., preserve the space spanned by (2). Thus, when the 
six results (of applying the (A),) are reexpressed back in the form (1) with L 
replaced by L”, the possible values for L” are L* f +, or L - 1, L, and 
L + 1. 
Thus coefficients A I(L + i) and A ,(L + i) (i = -1, 0, 1) depending only on 
j and h must be found so that the part of the right-hand side of Eq. (12.5) 
corresponding to the value q = N, in the second term of (12.8) applied to 
Ij + h -j - h) is equal to 
6 A,(L +i) j, 
iZl I ( 
1 
s, -1 ,s-++ Lti;j+h 
1 
-j-h 
) 
+ $ A,(L+i) j, 
i=-L 1 ( 
1 1 St-y,S_-y 
1 
Lti;j+h -j-h 
i 
. 
To find them, expand both sides of the equation in terms of the vectors 
lj m,>ls+-4 mj-t>is-+f qtf) (12.11) 
(where m, t m3 t m4 = -j - h) and 
(j m,)ls+-; m,-f)ls--j m,-+> (12.12) 
(where m, t m3 + m4 - 1 = -j - h) in the standard way, and equate coef- 
ficients. Those for (12.11) give the equation 
i A,(Lti)(jm,;L+im,tm,Ijth -j-h) 
i=-l 
X s+-+ m,-+;s-t+- m,t+ Lti m,tm, 
= -2(2j + 2h)“‘(j m,;L m,tm,+l/jth -j-htl) 
X(s+ m,;s- m,tllL m,tm,tl) ( s+;+m,) “’ ( ;--y) I’* 
t2(j+h)(j m,;L m,+m,(j+h -j-h) 
x (s+ m,; s- m,lL m,tm,) (“iN+,m3)“2 (‘-c-2: ‘)I’* 
-2tith)Cj m,;L m,tm,(jth -j-h) 
x (s+ m,-l;s- m,tlIL m,+m,) ( s’AN 
“:‘1)“2( ;~~-;;)“’ 
t(j m,;L m,+m,)jth -j-h)(L-m,-m,)“2(L+m3+m4t1)1~2 
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X(s+ m,;s- m,+llL m,+m,+l) (s+N+,m’) I” ( ym;) 1’2 
+(j m,;L m,+m,(j+h -j-h)(L+m3+m,)“2(L-m,-m,+1)“2 
x (s+ m3 - 1;~ m,lL m,+m,-1) ‘+ BN 
( 
m,+ 1 “2 s- + m, + 1 I” 
+ 1 ( N- + 1 i 
+(j m,;L m,+m,Ij+h-j-h)(m,+m,) 
X(s+ m,;s- m,lL m3+m,) 
(s+N+,m3)*‘2 (“N’_“;: I)‘” 
-(j m,;L m,+m,lj+h -j-h)(m,+m,) 
X(s+ m,-l;s- m,+l IL m3+mJ st-N 
ry+ l)“‘(s/?z;J”2, 
and those for (12.12) a similar-looking equation. Now the coefficients of 
A,(L) and A,(L - 1) are 0 if mj + m,, = -L - 1, and only one nonzero term 
is left on the right-hand side if in addition m3 = -s+ + 1; thus A,(L + 1) is 
determined in terms of known Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [13, Eq. (3.29), 
p. 461 and those obtainable after one or two uses of the standard recursion 
relations. Setting m3 + m4 = -L and m, = -s+ + 1 gives a similar equation 
forA,(L),andlikewisem3+m,=-L+landm3=-s++1forA,(L-1), 
straightforward and laborious to solve. The propitious choices for the 
A,(L + l), A,(L), and A,(L - 1) are m3 =-s, + 1 and, respectively, 
m3 + m4 = -L, -L + 1, and -L + 2. 
Finally, the determination of A,(L’) and A,(L’) begins similarly, and after 
a short distance the calculation becomes identicial to that for A ,(L’) and 
A265’). 
12.4. Consequences for Mass 0 Equations 
Let N be a positive integer and s = fN. The mass 0 spin s (linear) curved 
wave equation is defined to be gc VI/= 0, where Y is assumed to be a 
distribution section of the S(i,, #)- or S(d, i,)-bundles (cf. Section 10.1). The 
case of global distribution solutions is reduced to that of classical solutions 
(Cn, n arbitrary) in Theorem 12.8. By Theorem 11.4 the representation Ut of 
G of conformal weight w = 1 + s acts on smooth classical solutions. 
Recall from Corollary 2.1.2 that the center of e is generated by two 
elements, denoted q (of order two, within P) and [ (of infinite order). The 
transformation of basis fields under [ is determined in 
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COROLLARY 12.6. For any conformal weight w, U:(C) acts on a basis 
field !P= I(s+, s-)L; n k h I m) as follows: 
Uc(C)F = e -in(n-k-l)y. 
Proof By Corollary 4.1.4, the action of [ = rt x - I x I E R is as 
follows: 
(~(OYw~ >=w - n7 a(W) (tx WER’ XS”), 
a being the antipodal map on S3. The action of c on the scalar basis was 
determined in Lemma 5.4.3; it remains to combine this with Eqs. (12.2) and 
(12.4) and note <: eir” t eVin”eit”. 
The R-finite solutions of these equations are determined in the following 
corollary; by the next theorem, these special solutions span any 
Hilbert-Sobolev space of solutions, the union of which contains any global 
distribution solution. The notation immediately preceding Corollary 12.5.1 is 
used. 
COROLLARY 12.7. R-Jinite fields satisfying the mass 0 spin s equations 
are spanned by the following: 
(1) Is;nkhlm)+ for h=s andn=k+l+s+ 1; 
(2) Is;nkhlm)+ for h=-s andn=-k-l+s- 1; 
(3) Is;nkhlm)- for h=s and n=-k-l-s- 1; 
(4) Is;nkhlm)-forh=-sandn=k+I-s+l. 
For each of the cases (l)-(4), the span of such Jelds, for fixed n, h, and 
k + 1, transform according to a representation of i7 2 R ’ x SU(2) x SU(2) 
that is equivalent to one of the form 
t X gl X g2 + e""Uj(gl> 0 vj+h(g2) (t E R ', g, , g, E W(2)) 
(2j = k + I), 
d=O,f, l,... . 
where U,(a) is an irreducible representation of spin 
The lowest value of the energy InJ is 1 + s in each case 
(l)-(4). 
The values of U;(C) on these fields in the cases (i) s = odd integer, (ii) 
s = odd integer + 4, (iii) s = even integer, (iv) s = even integer + f, are: 
respectively, 1, -i, -1, i in cases (1) and (2) above, and 1, i, - 1, -i in cases 
(3) and (4). 
Proof The statements are also true for the case s = 0; cf. (I). For s > 0, 
the kernel of ac within the cited bundles is determined immediately from 
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Corollary 12.5.1 and the observation that (2j + h + 1) - s > 1 by (12.3). The 
next two paragraphs follow immediately from Corollary 12.6, (12.3), and 
Scholium 12.1. 
The precise form of the lower-order terms fs f 1 in the expressions 
(l)-(4) for n above play a crucial role in Theorem 14.6, which distinguishes 
the fundamental cases s = 0, 4, and 1 in a simple and physically relevant 
way. A consequence of the [ transformation properties (cf. Section 2.2) is 
that 0 mass=fields on fi “live” on the four-fold cover of fi if s is half- 
integral, on M if s is even, and on ti if s is odd. Some analogous indications 
for the behavior of the flat wave equations “at infinity” in Minkowski space 
have appeared [4], which in any event seem difficult to formulate in M,. 
Finally, we note that the K-types of the so-called ladder representations of 
SU(2,2) were determined earlier [ 17, 181; however, the precise connection of 
these representations to differential equations on 6l has never been made. 
THEOREM 12.8. All distribution solutions of the mass 0 spin s equations 
are periodic in t with period at most 471, and the temporal evolution group 
defined by the equation acts continuously on arbitrary L,-Sobolev spaces 
over S’. Any such solution has the form w(-t)(l - A)kco(t)Y, where 
w(t) = (e-d’“’ &,),,>, for some solution !P of ~22~ Y= 0 of class C’ and positive 
integer k. 
Given any solution Y of g, !P = 0 on R’ X S3, the components of w(t)Y 
satisfy the curved wave equation (0, + l)[w(t)Y] = 0; the components of 
pw(t)Y satisfy the ordinary flat wave equation in Minkowski space: 
q f[ pw(t)Y] = 0. (12.13) 
Proof: It suffices to note that the operator (1 -Xi -X: -Xi -X:)” 
used in the proof of Theorems 5.5 and 7.13 also commutes with gc by 
Scholium 11.1; thus it suffices to consider C” solutions on any finite t- 
interval. The basis fields 1s; n k h I m) * appearing in the expansion in such 
an interval of any such solution Y of gco(-t)Y = 0 must then satisfy 
]n] = k + I+ 1, by Corollary 12.7; but the scalar basis fields /Ikfrnn satisfy the 
curved wave equation when In] = k + I+ 1, by Eq. (5.17). For the last 
statement cf. Corollary 5.3.3. 
Remark. It is obvious from Eq. (12.13) that the curved mass 0 equations 
on %I satisfy Huygen’s principle, and in particular have finite propagation 
velocity. 
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XIII. OTHER BASIS TRANSFORMATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
13.1. Action of Scale 
In this section the results (Theorem 13.1) and ideational intermediate steps 
are given of a computation of the action of the infinitesimal generator of 
scale transformations on the normalized basis fields, subsuming Table X of 
(I) and Table IV of (II). While the result itself is primarily technical, it is an 
essentially ingredient of the present proof of conformal invariance of the 
positive- and negative-energy stable (massive) subspaces of fields (also for 
spins 0 and f); it is needed for the proof of essentiality (indecomposability) 
of the extensions of the massless ubspaces by the massive stable subspaces; 
it also gives the main part of the scale operator on fields induced from 
incompletely reducible representations of p [ 141. Using it one can check 
readily whether any given invariant sub-quotient space is unitarizable, but 
this will not be gone into here. Three other applications are given in 
Section 13.2. 
To shorten the formulas, define the quantities 2,) Z- , and Z,, which will 
be functions of S+ , s- = 0, f, l,... and L = ]s + - s- I,,.., S+ + s- , as follows: 
Z+(s+,s-YL) 
= [(s+  s_ + L + 2)(s+ + s- -LM+ -J 
z-(s+,s-9L) 
= [(s+ t s- + L + l)(s+ + s- -L + l)(s, 
and 
- 
t L t l)(s- -s+ + L + l)]“*, 
s - t L)(s- - s, + L)] “2, 
z,(s+) s_ L) = (s+ -s-B+ + s- + 1) 9 
L(L + 1) 
(if L > 0). 
The arguments (s+ , s- , L) will be omitted when understood; when L equals 
0, Z, appears only in terms where the order of vanishing of the numerator is 
1 greater than that of the denominator, and Z, is then defined to be 0, as in 
Remark (1) following Theorem 10.4. 
THEOREM 13.1. Let s+ and s- be nonnegative integers or half-integers, 
set N, = 2s, and N = N, t N- , and let N, t N- be an arbitrary decom- 
position of {l,..., N}. Let the IL; n k h 1 m> below denote the canonical basis 
fields for the R w N+‘Nm-bundle for any conformal weight w; then 
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m.(S) I@ +,s-)L;nkh/m) 
1 z z-2 
4 L+l [ 
(L-h+l)(L+h+l)(k+h)(k+l+h-L)(k+l+h-L-l)(k+21+h+l) “* 
(k+1+2h+l)(k+1+2h)(2L+3)(2L+l)(k+l+l)(k+l) 1 
x IL+l;n+l k-l him) 
(L+h+2)(L+h+l)(l+h+l)(f-h)(k+l+h+L+2)(k+I+h-L) “* Z + 
4(L+l) [ (k+1+2h+2)(k+1+2h+l)(2L+3)(2L+l)(k+1+l)(k+l) 1 
xIL+l;n+lk-lh+llm) 
+ $ (-n+k+l+2-w+h+hZ,) [ 
(k+h)(k+l+h-L)(k+l+L+h+l)(k+21+h+l) “* 
(k+1+2h+l)(k+1+2h)(k+l+l)(k+l) 1 
x IL;n+l k-l h/m) 
1 (L+h+ l)(L-h)(l+h+ l)(M) 1 
l/2 
+ 4 (“+w+h-‘+Zo(h+k+‘+l )) (k+1+2h+2)(k+1+2h+ l)(k+I+ l)(k+l) 
X IL;n+l k-l h+l Im) 
Z- 
+4L 
(L+h)(L-h)(k+h)(k+r+L+h)(k+l+L+h+l)(k+21+h+l) “’ 
(k+[+2h+l)(k+1+2h)(2L+1)(2L-l)(k+l+l)(k+l) I 
x IL-l; nfl k-l h/m) 
Z- 
+4L [ 
(L-h)(L-h-l)(/+h+l)(I-h)(k+l+L+h+l)(k+l+l) “* 
(k+1+2h+2)(k+1+2h+l)(2L+1)(2L-l)(k+l+l)(k+l) 1 
x/L-l;n+lk-lhfllm) 
(L-h+l)(L+h+l)(k+h+l)(k+l+L+h+3)(k+lSL+h+2)(k+2~+h+2) “2 Z + 
4(L+l) [ (k+~+2h+l)(k+l+2h+2)@5+3)(2L+l)(k+lf2)(k+i+l) 1 
x IL+l;n+l k+l h/m) 
(L-h+2)(L-h+l)(M+l)(l+h)(k+l+h+L+2)(k+l+h-L) I’* Z + 
4(L + 1) (k+l+2h)(k+~+2h+l)(2L+3)(2L+l)(k+1+2)(k+~+l) 1 
x IL+l;n+l k+l h-l rm) 
- f (n+k+l+w+h+hZ,) [ 
(k+h+l)(k+l+h+L+Z)(k+l+h-L+l)(k+21+h+2) “* 
(k+f+2h+Z)(k+1+2h+ l)(k+1+2)(k+l+ 1) 1 
x IL;n+l k+l him) 
+ + (n+w-h-l-Z,(h+k+l+l)) [ 
(L-h+l)(L+h)(r+h)(M+l) 1 
l/2 
(k+r+2h+l)(k+/+2h)(k+1+2)(k+l+l) 
xIL;n+l k+l h-l rm) 
(L+h)(L-h)(k+h+l)(k+l+h-L+Z)(k+l+k-L+l)(k+21+h+Z) l/2 
(k+~+2h+2)(k+I+2h+l)(2L+l)(2L-l)(k+/+2)(k+Z+l) 1 
xIL-l;n+l k+l him) 
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z- 
+ = 
(L+h)(L+h-1)(l+h)(b-h+l)(k+l+L+h+l)(k+l+h-L+l) I'* 
(k+1+2h+l)(k+1+2h)(2L + 1)(2L-l)(k+r+2)(k+/+l) 1 
xIL-l;n+l k+l h-l/m) 
(L-h+l)(L+h+l)(k+h)(k+l+h-L)(k+l+h-L-l)(k+21+h+l) "2 Z + 
4(L+l) [ (k+1+2h+l)(k+1+2h)(2L+3)(2L+I)(k+I+l)(k+l) 1 
xILtl;n-lk-lhlm) 
(L+htZ)(L+htl)(lth+l)(l-h)(k+lth+L+2)(k+Ith-L) "' 
(k+1+2h+2)(k+1+2h+1)(2L+3)(2L+1)(k+1+1)(k+l) 1
xILtl;n-1 k-l htllm) 
t f (n+k+l+2-wfh-hZ,) 
(kth)(kth-h-L)(kt&Lthtl)(kt2&h+l) "* 
(ktl+2htl)(ktlt2h)(ktl+l)(ktl) 1 
XIL;n-1 k-lhlm) 
tf(-ntwfh-l-Z,(h+ktltl))[ 
(Lthtl)(L-h)(l+h+l)(/-~) 1 
l/2 
(ktl+2ht2)(kt1t2htl)(ktlt1)(ktl) 
x IL; n-l k-l h+l rm) 
Z- (L+h)(L-h)(kth)(ktl+L+h)(ktltLtht1)(kt21th+1) I'* 
4L (ktlt2htl)(kt1t2h)(2Lt1)(2L-l)(ktltl)(ktI) 1 
XIL-l;n-lk-lhlm) 
Z_ (L-h)(L-h-l)(&htl)(I-h)(kt&Lthtl)(kt&-h-Ltl) I'* 
4L (k+/t2ht2)(kt~t2ht1)(2Ltl)(2L-l)(ktl+l)(ktl) 1 
XIL-l;n-lk-lhtllm) 
Z 
'q&y 
(L-~tl)(Lth+1)(kthtl)(ktltLtht3)(ktltLtht2)(k+21th+2) "* 
(ktlt2htl)(kt1t2ht2)(2Lt3)(2LtI)(kt1t2)(kt&1) 1 
X ILtl; n-l ktl h Im) 
t 
(L-ht2)(L-htl)(l-h+l)(lth)(ktl+htLt2)(ktI+h-L) I'* Z + 
4(L t 1) (k+~+2h)(kt1+2&-1)(2Lt3)(2Lt1)(k+1+2)(k+&1) 1 
XILtl;n-lktlh-l/m) 
-+ktltwtb-hZ,)[ 
(kthtl)(ktlthtLt2)(ktlth-Ltl)(kt2&&2) I'* 
(k+lt2h+2)(k+lt2h+1)(k&2)(k+-/+1) 1 
XIL;n-lktl hlm) 
t$(-ntw-h-ItZ,(htk&l))[ (L-h+ l)(Lth)(lth)(l-hfl) 1 
I/2 
(k+1+2h+1)(k+&2h)(k+1+2)(k+l+1) 
XlL;n-1 ktl h-l/m) 
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z- (L+h)(L-h)(k+h+l)(k+l+h-L+2)(k+l+h-L+l)(k+21+h+2) I'? 
+4L [ (k+&2h+2)(k+l+2h+l)(2Ltl)(2L-l)(k+1+2)(kt~+l) I 
xIL-l;n-lktl him) 
Z_ (L+h)(L+h--l)(l+h)(l-h+l)(k+l+Lth+l)(k+/+h-L+l) I’* 
4L (k+1+2h+l)(k+1+2h)(2L+1)(2L-l)(k+1+2)(k+[+l) I 
xIL-l;n-lk+lh-llm). (13.1) 
When S+ = 0 or s- = 0, the K-types have multiplicity 1 (Theorem 12.2); 
the scale actions for this special case are given in 
COROLLARY 13.1.1. Let the 1 n k h 1 m) * denote fields of spins (L, 0) or 
(0, L) us earlier; then 
dU;(S)Inkhlm)+ 
= f (-n+k+1+2-wt2h) [ 
(kth)(kt&h-L)(kt~+Lthtl)(kt2ltht1) "2 
(kt1t2htl)(k+lt2h)(ktltl)(ktl) I 
x lntlk-1 h/m)+ 
tf(ntktltwt2h) 
xlntlk-lhtl/m) 
- f (ntk+ltw+2h) 
xlntlktl him)+ 
(Lth+l)(L-h)(lth+l)(l-h) 
I 
I/Z 
(kt1t2h+2)(kt1t2htl)(ktl+l)(k+l) 
(kthtl)(ktlthtLt2)(kt/th-Ltl)(k+21+ht2) ‘I* 
(kt1t2ht2)(ktlt2htl)(ktlt2)(ktlt1) 1 
1 
’ q(n-k--I+w-2-2h) 
(L-htl)(L+h)(lth)(l-htl) 
(ktlt2h+l)(k+lt2h)(kt1+2)(k+& 1) 1 
l,Z 
x(ntlkt1 h-llm)+ 
t+(ntkt1+2-w) 
x In-1 k-l him)+ 
-f(ntktltf-w) 
(k+h)(k+lth-L)(ktI+Ltht l)(k+21tht 1) “’ 
(kt 1+2h+l)(k+&2h)(k+l+ l)(ktI) I ’ 
(Ltht l)(L-h)(ltht l)(l-h) 1 
112 
(kt1t2h+2)(k+lt2h+l)(ktltl)(k+l) 
x In-1 k-l htllm)+ 
(kthtl)(k+l+htLt2)(ktlth-L+l)(kt21+h+2) "* 
((ktIt2ht2)(ktIt2ht l)(ktI+2)(ktI+ 1) 1 
xln-lktl him)+ 
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(L-h+l)(L+h)(l+h)(l-hfl) 1 
Ii2 
(k+1+2h+l)(k+l+2h)(k+l+2)(k+I+l) 
xln-1 kfl h-lLm)+ (13.2) 
and 
&J;,(S) Inkhlm)- 
= f (-n+ktlt2-w) [ 
(kth)(k+r+h-L)(k+r+-L+h+l)(k+21th+l) “* 
(k+1t2htl)(ktlt2h)(ktltl)(ktl) I 
x lntl k-l h/m)- 
1 (Lthtl)(L-h)(&hSl)(l-h) 
1 
112 
+q(n-k-'-2+w) (kt1$2ht2)(ktlt2htl)(k+Itl)(k+l) 
x In+1 k-l htl rm) 
-a (ntk+l+w) [ (k+htl)(ktlthtLt2)(ktlth-Ltl)(kt21tht2) I" 
(ktlt2ht2)(kt1t2ht1)(ktlt2)(ktlt1) I 
xlntlktl him)- 
(L-htl)(Lth)(l+h)(l-h+l) 
I 
I,* 
(kt&2ht1)(kt&2h)(kt&2)(kt~tl) 
xlntlktlh-l/m) 
+ntk+lt2-wth) 
(kth)(kt/th-L)(k+ltLthtl)(kt2ltht 1) I.” 
(k+1t2htl)(k+lt2h)(ktlt1)(ktl) I 
x In-1 k-l h Im) 
1 (Lthtl)(L-h)(lthtl)(l-h) 
I 
l/2 
++n+k+'+w+2h) (ktlt2ht2)(ktlt2htl)(kt/+l)(kt1) 
xln-lk-1 htl Im) 
(kthtl)(ktl+htLt2)(ktl+h-L+l)(k+21tht2) 'I' 
-$(--ntktltwt2h)[ ( 
ktl+2h+2)(kt1t2htl)(ktlt2)(ktltl) I 
xln-lktl h/m)- 
-$(ntk+lt2-wt2h)[ ( 
(L-h+l)(Lth)(lth)(l-htl) 
I 
I/Z 
kt1+2ht l)(kt&2h)(ktlt2)(k+&1) 
x In-1 ktl h-l /rn)- (13.3) 
Proof of Theorem 13.1. We first evaluate dUz(S) on the FVk(n, k, I, m) 
defined by Eq. (12.2), in terms of which the above basis fields are defined. 
By Scholium 11.1, dUz(S) is divided into two terms, the first being 
4 - wu-,u,. Since 
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W:(n,k,l,m)= x (Z+r m,;L m,ll m)Ink-r Z+r m,>jLm,), 
mlm 
it follows directly from Lemma 5.3.1 and Table X of (I) that 
(4 - wu- 1 u,) Wfr(n, k, 1, m) 
1 (k+2Z+r+ l)(k-r) “2 =- 
4 [ (k + I + l)(k + Z) I 
x(-n+k+Z+2-w) WF(n+ l,k-l,Z,m) 
1 
--[ 
(k + 21+ r + 2)(k - r + 1) 1’2 
4 (k+Z+2)(k+Z+ 1) I 
x (n + k + Z+ w) Wf(n + 1, k + 1, 1, m) 
+F (k+2Z+r+l)(k-r) I” 
4 [ (k t Z + l)(k + Z) I 
x(n+ktZ+2-w)Wk(n-l,k-l,Z,m) 
+’ (k+2Z+r+2)(k-r- 1) 1’2 
4 [ (k t Z + 2)(k + Z t 1) I 
x (n-k-Z-w) Wt(n- I,k+ l,Z,m). (13.4) 
In particular, this part of &c(S) does not change L or r; the second part 
will do both. To set this up, note that 
(dUN(S)tSfwu-,u,)u,O... ou, 
= y, u,@ .. . @ j-+eq us@ . . . @v, 
+ 5 u, @ .*a @ 
q=IY++ I 
-+TJ, 
i 
u4@-.. @v, 
(0 i,.,,, uN C4-valued functions on A) (13.5) 
by Scholium 11.1. Since eit # e-“, the canonical actions given by 
Theorem 10.4 of Jf and J,? (j = 1,2, 3) in a tensor product j, @ j, on the 
vectors 1 j m) (j = 1 j, - j, I,..., j, + j,) are needed; in addition, the transfor- 
mation is not purely “internal” since U, is space dependent. The result is 
given in 
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LEMMA 13.1.2. 
(m;(s) + S + wu-, u,) I+‘:(n, k 1, m) 
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= 5 
r=zil 
clfk,L W,“(n + 1, k, 1, m) 
k=k-l,k+l 
L=L-l,L,Ltl 
+ y d,f,,, w,“(n - 1, k 1, m), 
r=r* I 
k=k-l,k+l 
L=L--I.L.LII 
where 
+ Crtl,k+I.L 
=-$(I +zJ[ (k+21+r+3)(k+21+r+2)(L+rtl)(L-r)(Zl+r-L+ 1)(21trtLt2) "' 
(kth-2)(ktltl)(2&2rt3)(21+2rtl) 1 ' 
+ 
Cr+l.k-I.,. 
=$(I +z,)( 
(k-r)(k-r-l)(L-r)(Ltrtl)(21tr-Lt1)(21trtLt2) "* 
(kt/+l)(kt~)(2i+2rt3)121+2rtl) 1 * 
Cr-IAt,.,. 
=-$(ltz,)( 
(k-rt2)(k-rtl)(L-rtl)(Ltr)(21tr-L)(21trtL+l) X/2 
(k+1+2)(k+1+1)(21tr+1)(21+r-1) 1 ' 
Cr-Lk-1.L 
=$(1+Z,)( 
(kt21tr+l)(kt2ltr)(Ltr)(L-rtl)(2ltr+Ltl)(2l+r-L) I’* 
(kt~tl)(ktl)(2&2rtl)(21+2r-1) 1 ' 
+ 
Crtl.k+l.L+I 
Z _ + (kt2~trt3)(kt2ftrt2)(Ltrt2)(Ltrtl)(21+r+Lt3)(2~+rtLt2) "2 
8(LSl) ( 1 (ktit2)(k+l+l)(2Lt3)(2Ltl)(21+2r+3)(21+2rtl) ' 
C:+l.k--I.L+I 
(k-r)(k-r-l)(r+Lt2)(rtLtl)(2ZtLtr+3)(21tL+rt2) “* Z _ + 
8&l) ( 1 (k+&-1)(k+1)(2L+3)(2L+1)(21+2r+3)(21+2rt~) ' 
fr-1.r+i.r.+1 
(k-rt2)(k-rt l)(L-rt2)(L-rt 1)(2&r-L)(21tr-L- 1) 'O Z + _ 
8(&l) ( 1 (k+1+2)(k+l+1)(2L+3)(2L+1)(21+2r+1)(21+2r- 1) ' 
cr--I+-I,,,+1 
Z + = (kt2~tr+l)(k+2Z+r)(L-rt2)(L-rtl)(21+r-L)(2~tr-L-l) 
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Z_ (k+21+r+3)(k+2l+r+2)(L-r)(L-r-1)(21+r-L+1)(21tr-L+2) 
=- 
8L (k+1+2)(k+-lt1)(2L+1)(2L-1)(21+2rt3)(2~+2r+1) 
(k-r)(k-r-l)(L-r)(L-r-1)(21Sr-L+2)(2/tr-Ltl) 
(ktItl)(kt1)(2Lt1)(2L-l)(21t2r+3)(21+2rt1) 
(k-rt2)(k-rtl)(Ltr)(Ltr-1)(21trtLt1)(21trtL) 
=- 
(k+&2)(k+l+1)(2L+1)(2L-1)(21+2rt1)(2&2r-1) 
c,-I.k&I.LLI 
(kt2/tr+l)(kt2&r)(Ltr)(Ltr- 1)(2ltrtLt1)(2ltrtL) 
(kt~tl)(ktl)(2Lt1)(2L-1)(21+2rtl)(21t2r-l) 
and 
for L = L + 1 and L = L - 1; and d:*, ,k,L is obtained from c:+ , ,k,l by 
replacing Z, by -Z,. 
Proof of Lemma. Noting that 
+U, = (i/2)u3u3 + $(u, f iu,)J+ + f(-24, + iu,)J- 
(J, as in Lemma 12.5.3), the right-hand side of Eq. (13.5), with 
II,@**. @II,= Wb(n, k, 1, m), equals 
x (I+ r m,;L m2 11 m)eiln 
mlm2 
X {-iu, Ik - r I + r m,)[e”J: IL m,) + e-“J; 1 L mJ] 
+ (u, + iuJ Ik - r I + r m,)[- feifJ$ IL m,) - $eC”JP, JL m,)] 
+ (u2 - iu,) Ik - r I + r m,)[feifJh (L m2) + jeC”JP_ IL m,)]}. 
(13.6) 
This must be equal 
,& ICLkI. e”“‘+ ‘) WF(k, Z, m) + d13k,Lei’(n- ‘) W)(k, 1, m)] (13.7) 
1 3 
for certain undetermined coeffkients c,,~.~ and dr,L,L, since S, S, and u, 
commute with the L, (1 < i, j < 3). Now (13.6) is expanded out using 
Table I (obtained from Eq. (5.20) and Lemma 7.16.2), Scholium 10.2, and 
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TABLE I 
Multiplicative Actions of u,, u2, uj on Normalized Scalar Basis 
1 (k+21+1)@+21)(l+m)(l-m) I'* 
Wklm)= T( (k+r+l)(k+1)(*1+1)(2I-1)) lk l-l m, 
1 
-- 2 ( 
(k+2)(k+l)(l+m)(l-m) 112 
(!f+&2)(k+l+1)(2&1)(21-1) 1 
l/c+2 I-1 m) 
1 
+ 3- ( 
k(k-l)(l+m+l)(l-mtl) I'* 
(k+l+l)(k+1)(2&3)(21+1)  
lb-2 If1 m) 
1 -- 
2 i 
(k+2&3)(k+2~t2)(&mtl)(l-m+1) 
(kt1+2)(k+1+1)(21+3)(21+1) 
"2,kI+ 1 m> 
1 
(u,-iu,)Iklm)=-- 
( 
(k+21+1)(k+21)(1--m)(l-m-1) ‘I2 
2 (ktltl)(ktl)(21+1)(21-1) 1 
Ik I-1 mtl) 
1 (k+2)(k+l)(l-m)(r-m-1) "' ,kt2 I-1 mtl) 
+T (k+1+2)(kt1+1)(21+1)(21-1) ( 1 
I (k+2~+3)&+2&-2)(&m+2)(&mt1) 'I2 
-- 
2 
( 
(k+1$2)(k+/+1)(21+3)(2&1) 
1 Ik 1-t-l mtl) 
t' 
( 
k(k-1)(ltmt2)(ltmtl) 1'2 
2 (ktlt1)(kt1)(21t3)(21+1) 1 
lk-2 Ii-1 mtl) 
1 
( 
- "* 
(u,+iu,)(k/m)=-- 
2 
(kt21tl)(kt2l)(ltm)(ltm 1) 1 (k I-1 
(k+ltl)(kt1)(21$1)(2[- 1) 
m-l) 
f )- (kt2)(k+l)(ltm)(lfm-l) “2 ,kt2 I-1 m-lj 
( 2 (k+1+2)(kt&1)(21+1)(21-1) 1 
1 (k+2h-3)(kt2~+3)(L-m+2)(1-mS1) "' -- 
2 ( (k+1+2)(k+1+1)(2&3)(21+1) ) 
Ik 1tl m-l) 
1 k(k-l)(l-m t 2)(1-mtl) "2 
% (ktltl)(kt1)(21t3)(21t1) ( 1 
lk-2 It1 m-1) 
Theorem 10.4; also, each term of (13.7) is expanded in the usual sum (12.2) 
over m, and m, of the 
/k-r l+r m,)lLm,). t*> 
From the resulting equations it is easily seen that k = k f 1, r = r f 1, and 
L = L - 1, L, L + 1 (independently). Now the c,+~,~ and dr,L,L can depend on 
L, r, k, and I, but not on m, m,, or m,. The Lemma results from setting 
m = -1, equating the coefftcients of (*) where m, = - L, and explicitly 
evaluating the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as in the proof of 
Theorem 12.5. I 
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Completion of Proof of Theorem. It remains to derive Eq. (13.1) from 
Eq. (13.4) and the previous lemma. By Eq. (12.4) we have 
IL; n k h I m) 
thus 
(13.8) 
dUf,(S) 1 L; n k h 1 m) 
= 2 C-1) k+2’+L@T-2izT c \/2r+zr+r 
k=k+l,k-1 * 
L=L-I,L,L+l 
x j j l+r 
I L I j+h 
Ic :+ 1,k.l. wr”, I (n + 1, k 1, m) 
+C,~,~,~w:-,(n t l,k, km> +d,t,,,k,&‘+,(n - l,k,km> 
+ 6 l,k,L IV-,(n - 1, k, I, m) t diEr,k,L W:(n t 1, k, I, m) 
+ ‘L, &,k,L wf(n - 1, k, 1, m>l, (13.9) 
SL, the Kronecker delta, and C;,k,L and Jr,,,, the coefficients in Eq. (13.4). By 
Eq. (13.8) and the fact that the IVE(n, k, 1, m) are linearly independent, (13.9) 
must equal a sum of the form 
\' 
il y’X,IL;nkhlm), (13.10) 
n=n+l.n-I 7 
k=k+l, k-l 
L=L+I,L,L+I 
where the X,, are functions of n, k, h, 1, and L. 
To see that X,, = 0 if h 6Z (h, h f 1) and k = k T 1, as indicated in 
Eq. (13.1), argue as follows. The above analysis involving the IV:@, k, I, m) 
shows that &$‘(S) takes a basis field of the form 1 j m,) 1 j t h m2) 
(denoting as usual an eigenvector of &(A), &J(p), dU(X,), and dU(Y 3)) into 
a linear combination of those of the form 
lj’ m:) Ij’ + h m;) (j’= j* j) 
(since k = k f 1) with h as above. But the automorphism P switches j and 
j t h and commutes with S; thus 
j'th=jth+f, 
which implies the above claim. 
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Thus it suffices to expand the terms in Eq. (13.10) using Eq. (13.8); equate 
coefficients of the Wf(n, k, 1, m) for two particular values of r, given values 
of k, L, and I; and invert the resulting 2 x 2 matrices. The values r = L, 
L-lmaybetakenifL=LorL+l,andr=L-l,L-2ifL=L-1,in 
order to find the general form of the coefficients X,. Certain special cases of 
the coefficients in Lemma 13.1.2 are involved, as well as 6j coefficients of the 
form 
i 
L 1 L+I--t 
.i .i j+h I 
for t = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
The case t = 0 is Eq. (6.3.1) on p. 97 of [5]; the cases t > 0 are successively 
evaluated using the recursion relation (6.3.6). (Note: Equation (6.3.6) of [S] 
is a correct specialization of Eq. (6.2.12); the intermediate step, Eq. (6.3.5), 
should be corrected by changing “2e + 1” to “2e + 2” and inserting the sign 
factor (-1)2V+e+d’ on the left-hand side.) 
13.2. Space-Reversal and a Cubic Quantum Number 
The action of space-reversal on fields, U”(P) (as given in Scholium Il. I), 
has a space-dependent multiplier because the curved parallelization is via left 
translations and P exchanges “left” and “right”. Since P commutes with S, 
Eq. (13.1) can be used to evaluate P on the basis fields. For the actions of T 
and C see Scholium 12.4. 
SCHOLIUM 13.2. With hypothesis and notation as in Theorem 13.1, 
U~(P)IL;nkhlm),+,._= (-I)‘-‘+-‘- (L; n k + 2h -h I m)N-,N+. (13.11) 
Proox Since U(P) exchanges -Xj and Yj (j = 1,2,3) commutes with the 
L, for 1 < i, j < 3, and also commutes with 
there exists constants F(L, s+ , s- , k, h, I) such that 
U(P)JL;nkhlm) N+,N_=F(L,s+,s_,k,h,l)(L;n k+2h -h 1 mh,,+; 
the constants are nonzero since U(P)’ =I. The commutativity of P with S 
and Eq. (13.1) imply 
F(L,s+,s-,k,h,l)=F(L’,s+,s-,k--1,hJ) 
=F(L’,s+,s-,k--,h+ I,/) 
580/54/l-6 
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for L ’ = L - 1, L, L + 1; thus F is independent of L, k, and h. In addition, 
the anti-commutativity of -iL,, with P and Corollary 12.3 imply that 
~(s+,s_,l)=-F(s+,s-,z+ 1). 
It may then be seen that it suffices to prove Eq. (13.11) in the cases (i) I = 0, 
k = 0, and k = L (to cover to cases of integral L) and (ii) I = i, h =- f , and 
k = L (for L half-integral). 
For case (i), note that 
lL;nLOOO)= w$(n,L,O,O) 
q (-q-m l In OL m)JL-m) 
m j/m 
by evaluation of some 6j and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The constant F is 
easily evaluated at the point p of S3 where U, = U, = u2 = 0 and u3 = 1; there 
the scalar field ]n 0 L m) is nonzero only if m = 0, and differs by (-l)L from 
the value at the space-reversed point by Lemma 5.4.3. It remains to observe 
that the space-dependent multiplier 
C-1) s++s--L IL O),- N 
at p takes IL O)N+,Nm into 
For case (ii), obtain’ 
by Scholia 10.3 and 11.1. 
1 1 
L;n L -y T in 
) 
= (gy’w; (n,L,&n- (g-J2 iv-, ~n,L,+l), 
L;nL- I;+ Iv-, (,.L- l,f’rn), 
and argue similarly at the points where u3 = *l, say, in the case m = f, 
using Eq. (5.20), C:‘(x) = 1, C’,-“(x) = 2(Z + 1)x, and Scholium 10.3. 
Our second application of the scale action (13.1) on fields of arbitrary 
spins (s + , SK) is, in physical terms, to compute an additional commuting (or 
“good”) quantum number, whose values will remove the remaining 
degeneracy in the states, associated to “L” in the ] L; n k h 1 m). According to 
the “orbit method” (see [8]), a maximal abelian subalgebra of the enveloping 
algebra of SU(2, 2) should have nine algebraically independent generators. 
As in (I), let ,V and R denote the Lie algebras of c and R. We have been 
using two maximal abelian subalgebras of the enveloping algebra of d, each 
generated by a set of five elements, namely, 
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in addition, there are the three well-known 2nd-, 3rd-, and 4th-order Casimirs 
for Y. Thus finding a ninth independent generator amounts essentially to 
finding a noncentral element which commutes with R but is not generated by 
A. By the following Scholium, this generator cannot be second order. (An 
enveloping algebra element is termed nth-order if it equals a sum of products 
of n or fewer first-order elements.) Define 
c,= i (Ly,,j+L;j)-x;-L;,-L;,-LL:,- A Lj4 
j=l j=I 
and 
c, =L,,L&o3 -L-i,3LOJ +L,,(L-,,‘lhl, -L-,JLd 
+ L31(L--1,4Ll* -L -1JLOJ + LM(L-L3LO2 - L-l.2Ll3) 
+ L24tLJLO3 - L-,,,bl,) + L34L,,*Lo, - L-,,,LllJ. 
THEOREM 13.3. (1) C, and C, are the second- and third-order 
Casimirs of the Lie algebra of c (cf: Section 3.1). 
(2) Any second-order element of the enveloping algebra of .T that 
commutes with X,, L,, , and L,,L,, t L13L14 t L3,Lz4 (= :(A - p)) dzfirs 
from a multiple of C, by lower-order terms and/or double products of 
elements of A. 
ProoJ: (1) follows by direct computation. (C, is defined formally by 
“&abcdefLQbLcdLef”‘) 
To prove (2), note that the space of second-order elements commuting 
with X, is spanned by R, AA, and 
L-l,iL-l,j + LOiLOj (1 <i,j,<4), (13.12a) 
LOIL-l,j-L-l,iLClj (1 <i,j<4,i#j); (13.12b) 
those of (13.12a, b) commuting in addition with L,, are spanned by 
L L-l,, -1.3 +L03hJ4~L,,L,, -L,3bM. 
L,,L-,,*-L-,,,L,*,Lz_,*3+L~3, (13.13) 
c.4 t G4, LZ,,, t L& + L2_,,* + L&. 
Finally, check that the linear combinations of these latter six terms that 
commute with 3, - p, even within first-order terms, are spanned by the sum 
of the last three, which equals C, modulo AA. 
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Our ninth generator, denoted Q3, is defined by 
43 =hz&d=,,~ -L-&d + L&c&-~,~ -L-&,3) 
+L31(L-l,1Lo~-L,,L-1,3)+L14(Lo,L--1.4-L--I,lLo4) 
+ L&d-1,4 - L -1.2Ld + L34&J-1,4 - L-,,,Lld. 
A form more suitable for basis computation is 
- (L-l,, + ~L,*)(Lo, f %l*)J 
(13.14) 
THEOREM 13.4. QS commutes with .4. Conversely, any third-order 
element of the enveloping algebra of Y commuting with X,, L,, , and 
L,,L3, + L,,L,, t L,,L,, dl@%rs from a linear combination of C, and Q3 
within additive terms spanned by .4/A, X,C,, LIzC2, Lj4Cz, and second- 
order terms. 
Proof: Let 9 denote the space spanned by the L,j for i = -1,0 and 
j = 1,2,3,4. The space of third-order elements commuting with X, is 
spanned by RRR and a subspace of {XYZ: X E Ig, Y, 2, E 9}, modulo lower- 
order terms, since ad X, acts as a complex structure on 9. Working modulo 
&RR and lower-order terms, it suffices to consider linear combinations of the 
X,p, where {Xi} is a basis for A and p is in the span of the 16 elements 
defined by (13.12a, b). The subspace also commuting with L,, is spanned by 
the XY where X=X,, L,*, or L,, and Y is in the list (13.13), and elements 
of the form L,,Z+L,, W and L,,Z t L,, W where [L,,, W] =Z, 
[L12,Z] =-W, and Z and W are spanned by the list (13.12a, b). Thus a 
basis for this subspace also commuting with L,, is readily determined. In 
addition, elements of the above form XY where Y = L? 1,, t L:, t 
L2 ,,2 + Liz may be discarded as we may work modulo the span of XC2 for 
X=X,, LIZ, and L,,. Finally, requiring commutativity with J. - p within 
lower-order terms gives a number of simultaneous linear equations with two 
solutions given by Q3 and C,. Conversely, one checks straightforwardly that 
Q3 commutes with 4. 
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We next compute Q3 on the basis for arbitrary spins (s+ , s-). Since Qj 
commutes with iz, it must carry any IL; n k h I m) into a linear combination 
of other IL’; n k h 1 m); also, the coefficients can depend only on L, n, k t 1, 
and h (the parameters of the K-type). In fact, the values of L’ occurring are 
in general L - 1, L, and L + 1. 
THEOREM 13.5. With hypothesis and notation as in and immediately 
preceding .Theorem 13.1, 
idUN 1 L; n k h I m) 
=&(Lt3-w) 
X 
(L - h t l)(L + h + l)(k t 1+ h t L + 2)(k + 1 t h -L) 1’2 
(2L + 3)(X t 1) 
xIL+ 1;nkhlm) 
+ n 
I[ 
-+ (k t I)(k + 1 t 2) 
t$(ktltZh)(ktl+Zht2)-L(Lt1) 
I 
+ (s+-s-)(s+ +'- + ')h(h+k+/+ 1)(2-w) 
L(L t 1) ! 
xIL;nkhIm)-t%(2-w--L) 
X 
( 
(Lth)(L--h)(ktItLthtl)(kt1th-Ltl) 
(2L -I- 1)(2L - 1) 
xIL-1;nkhlm). (13.15) 
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (13.15) is equal to 
dU; -zX,(At L(L t 1))++(2- w) (s+ - s-)(s+ t s- + 1) 
L(L + 1) @ - PI) 
xlL;nkhZm) 
(A = f(A + p); cJ: Section 3.8); ifs, = 0 or s- = 0 the first and third terms 
are 0. 
Sketch of ProoJ: The last statement follows from Theorem 12.2. To 
compute Q3 by use of Eq. (13.14), the actions of all the L,j will be needed; 
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those not already listed are obtained by forming at most three commutators 
with S and R. 
LEMMA 13.5.1. Set U= UE. The other actions dU(L,) IL; n k h 1 m) are 
obtained by modifying the right-hand side of Eq. (13.1) as follows: 
(a) For dU(-iL,,) IL; n k h 1 m), multiply the 1.; n - l...) terms by -1. 
(b) dU(-iL_ ,,3) IL: n k h 1 m) is the sum of three terms I, II, and III, 
each ontained from the right-hand side of Eq. (13.1) as follows: 
1. For I, multiply the / .; . k - I h 1 m) terms by -h, multiply the 
1.,-k-lh+llm) terms by h+k+l+l, multiply the I.;.ktlhlm) 
terms by h, and multiply the I . ; . k+l h-l lm) terms by -(htkt 
1 t l);finally, multiply the entire result by m[l(l t l)]-‘. 
2. For II, replace (k+21th+1)“*/~;~k-1h1m) by 
[(k+h-1)(1+h+1)(1-h+1)]“*~~;~k-2 h ltl m), replace 
(I-h)“‘I.;.k-1 htl lm) by [(kth)(kt2Ztht2)(1+ht2)]“2 
I.;.k-2 h+l Z+l m), repZace (ktht1)1’2~~;~k+1hlm) by 
-[(k$21+h+3)(1+h+1)(1-h+1)]‘~* I.;.kh ltl m), and replace 
(I + h)“* I .; .ktlh-llm) by [(Z - h t 2)(k t h)(k t 21 t h t 2)] I’* 
I .; . k h - 1 Z + 1 m) finally, multiply the entire result by 
( (Z$m+ 1)(1-m t 1) ‘I2 (It 1)‘(2Zt 1)(2Zt3) 1 . 
3. For III, replace (kth)“21.;*k-1 hZm) by [(kt2lth) 
(1 t h)(l- h)]“’ I .; a k h Z - 1 m), replace (I t h t 1)1’2 Ia; * k - 1 h t 1 
Zm) by -[(kt2Zth+l)(ktht1)(1-h-1)]“2)~;~k h+lZ-lm), 
replace (k + 21 t h t 2)l’* I a; . k t 1 h Z m) by -[(k + h t 2)(1-t h) 
(I-h)]‘/*I.;.k+2 h Z-l m),andrepZace(l-htl)“*/.;*ktl h-1 
Zm)by-[(k+2Z+h+l)(k+h+l)]“* X (lth--1)“*/*;~k+2 h-1 
I- 1 m);JnaZZy, muZtipZy the entire result by 
( (I t m)(l- m) “2 Z2(2Z t 1)(2Z- 1) 1 . 
(c) dU(L,,) IL; n k h 1 m) is obtained from dU(-i L- ,,3) 
[L;nkhlm> bymuZtipZyingtheI.;n-l,...)termsby-1. 
(4 dW-1.2 -l-L-,,, ) IL; n k h Z m) (resp. dU(L,, t zL,,) IL; n k h 
Z m)) is obtained from the result of (b) (resp. of (c)) by modification of the 
parts I, II, and III as follows. 
1. RepZacem~~~~m)by(Z-m)1’2(Ztmt1)1’2~~~~mtI). 
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2. Replace (Z+m+1)1’2(1-m+1)1’2/~~~m) by -(Z+m+1)1’2 
(Z+m+2)1’21...m+1). 
3. Replace (I+m)‘12 (Z-m)1’2(... m) by (l-m)“‘(Z-m- 1)“2 
I m+l). . . . 
(e) dU(L-,,, + iL_,,,) IL; n k h 1 m) (resp. dU(-L,, + iL,,) IL; n k h 
1 m)) is obtainedfrom the result of(b) (resp. of(c)) by modt>cation as in (d) 
as follows. 
1. Replacem~~~~m)by-(l+m)1’2(I-m+1)”2~~~~m-1). 
2. Replace (Z+m+1)“2(Z-m+1)“2~~~~m) by -(l-m+l)“’ 
(l-m + 2)“* I ... m- 1). 
3. RepZace (I + rn)“’ (I - m)“’ I... m) by (I + m)“2 (1+ m - 1)“’ 
1 . . . m- 1). 
Completion of Sketch. The Lemma follows from Theorem 13.1, 
Corollary 12.3, and the following commutators: 
-iL,, = (ix,, S], 
-iL -,,3 = IS, -ihI, 
L -1.2 - iL -1,1 = I-L,,,, L3, - iL,,l, 
L,, + iLO2 = (ix,, L-,,, -iL,,, 1, 
L,,, + iL,., = [-iLP,,,,--L3, - iL,,], 
--Lo1 + zL,, = (ix,, L-,,, + iL-,,,I. 
Further details must be omitted, but the remaining computation is 
straightforward. 
Remark. It is interesting that, like the other “large” quantum numbers 
(energy and total momentum), Q3 also has one-sided spectrum in the stable 
subspaces (determined in Theorems 14.1 and 14.2) of the representations of 
spins (s, 0) and (0, s) for arbitrary s. 
Finally, by direct application of Theorem 13.1 and Corollary 13.5.1, the 
second-order Casimir in these representations may be computed. 
COROLLARY 13.6. Within the induced representation U of spins (s + , s - ) 
and conformal weight w, dU(C,) takes the constant value 
w(w - 4) + h+(s+ + 1) + 2s-(s- + 1). 
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XIV. GLOBAL FEATURES OF HIGHER SPIN REPRESENTATIONS 
14.1. Composition Series 
In Corollary 5.5.6 of (I) and Theorem 7.22 of (II), the collection of all e- 
invariant subspaces of the spaces of scalar and spinor fields over ti of an 
arbitrary given conformal weight were determined. Certain of the roughly 
half-dozen “steps” of the associated composition series form the stable 
subspaces (with one-sided energy spectra), potentially representative of 
physical fields and of primary interest in applications. These subspaces were 
specified solely in terms of the group transformation rules for the fields, and 
independently of any postulated covariant differential operator. 
In the following two theorems the invariant subspaces for the represen- 
tations UE of e are similarly obtained for the conventional fields of spins 
s > 1, specifically those fields with values in S(i,, () and S($, iN) for 
N = 2,3,4 ,... and N = 2s (cf. Section 10. l), as considered in [ l] over M,. In 
particular, the numbers of composition factors derived (i) agree with those 
obtained in Theorem 1, 2, and 3 of [ 161 (after correction of the misprint in 
the case Ix]= i/2 + 1 of Theorem 3, by changing 6 to 5), and (ii) verify the 
conjecture on p. 96 of [ 161. 
Essentially the only tool used here is the scale action in Corollary 13.1.1. 
When the vector representations are encountered in Section XV, additional 
considerations are required to determine the composition series since some 
R-types have multiplicity two. 
It suffices to consider the S(i,,,, #)-valued fields, since U:(C) exchanges 
those with the S(d, i,)-valued fields and commutes with UC(e). As in (I) and 
(II) let Ei, for 1 real, denote all finite linear combinations of the basis fields 
1s; n k h 1 m) + (cf. immediately preceding Corollary 12.5.1) such that 
n - k - I - 1 is an even integer, and write ES for the sum ofall Es3 . Elements 
of Ei are fields lifted up from ai, those of Ei + E: from M, and so on. As 
notation for the R-irreducible subspaces of ES and U”,(C) ES, let b(n,p, h)* 
denote the span of basis fields 1s; n k h 1 m)’ where p = k + 1. Recall (cf. 
(12.3)) that such a b(n,p, h)* is nonzero when h = -s, -s t l,..., s and 
p = s - h, s - h + 1, s - h + 2 ).... 
By Corollary 12.6 the Es, are the R-finite eigenspaces of the central 
element [, and each is invariant under dUE(F) for arbitrary w. Theorems 
14.1 an 14.2 give the reduction of each Es, under each dUE. 
THEOREM 14.1. Let s = 1, 312, 2 ,... und N = 2s. 
If w is nonreal, then dUN, acts irreducibly on every Ei. 
Suppose w - s is real but nonintegral. Then dUc acts irreducibly on every 
El except ES, and EL-,,,, the two of which are distinct. The latte#* two each 
have exactly two nontrivial subspaces invariant under dUN,, i.e., the following 
composition series: 
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where 
v+ = r c c b(n,p, h)+, 
h=-s p=s-h ,,zptw 
(14.1) 
(14.2) h=-s p$-,, .-et,,-, Nn, p, h)+, 
J‘ 
h=-s p=s-h n+p+w+Zh~O.-I.-Z.... 
b(n,p, h)+, 
c b(n, P, h) + .
h=-s p=s-h n-ptw-2h-2=0,-I.-2,... 
(14.3) 
(14.4) 
Proof: By Theorem 12.2, the K-types occurring are of multiplicity one; 
thus an invariant subspace is determined by the b(n,p, h)+ it contains, by K- 
invariance. Now 1s; n p - s h s s)+ is a nonzero vector in every K- 
irreducible space b(n,p, h)’ which occurs by (12.3), and &J:(S) preserves 
the span of such vectors by Theorem 13.1. Since K and {exp ts) generate , 
it suffices to push such special vectors around by &E(S), as in [ 16 J for the 
case s = 0, and using in addition such graphical representations of the scale 
action such as Fig. 1 of (I) and Figs. 1 and 2 of (II) as may be convenient. 
When w - s is integral, then ES, = Ei-, (where N = 2s), and Theorem 
14.2 indicates that in this case ES, has either a 5, 6-, or 7-step composition 
series under dUt . To first describe these conveniently in a general way, we 
define what is meant here by an essential extension of a given Lie algebra 
representation on a vector space V. It is a representation on a (larger) space 
W, having V as an invariant subspace but having no complementary 
invariant subspace, such that the induced representation on W/V is 
irreducible (i.e., has no nontrivial invariant subspace). 
Then the 5 and 6-step composition series referred to in Theorem 14.2, or 
their contragredients, have the following form. At the bottom is a linite- 
dimensional irreducible representation on a subspace F (with F resp. zero or 
nonzero in the 5- or 6-step case); next are two infinite-dimensional essential 
extensions W, and W- of F, each of which has one-sided energy and of 
opposite signs, such that W, n W- = F, finally, the whole space (ES, in this 
case) is the sum (not direct) of three invariant subspaces V, V, , and V- (the 
latter two of which have one-sided energy) such that: V, (resp. V-) is an 
essential extension of W, (resp. W-), V is an essential extension of 
W++W~,V+nV=Wt,V~nV=W~,andV+nV~=WtnW~=F. 
As a consequence of the “essentiality,” the sum of all K-irreducible 
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subspaces of V, disjoint from W, is not invariant under U:,(S), although 
V, and are W, are so invariant, and likewise for the other essential 
extensions. 
The 5 and 6-step composition series referred to in Corollary 5.5.6 and 
Theorem 7.22 for the scalar and spinor bundles also have this structure, and 
the notation above has been chosen to correspond. The 7-step composition 
series, which first appear in the above bundles of spins s > 1 and conformal 
weights w = --s + 3, --s + 4,..., s + 1 (thus including the canonical action of 
G on 2-forms over M), are obtained from the 5-step composition series 
above as follows: the whole space ES, is the sum (not direct) of two invariant 
subspaces T, and T- such that T, (resp. T-) is an essential extension of 
V, + V (resp. V- + P’), and T, n T- = V. Therefore in these bundles the 
stable subspace does not reach the top of any composition series (unlike the 
scalar and spinor cases), although each of the indecomposable stable 
subspaces till comprise a two-step composition series having an essential 
extension. 
THEOREM 14.2. Let s = 1, 3/2,2 ,... and N = 2s. 
If w - s is integral, then dUz acts irreducibly on every Ei except ES,. 
Suppose w CZ {-s, -s - 1, -s - 2,...]. Then ES, has a 6-step composition 
series under d’v~,, defined in terms of the above notation for such 6-step 
composition series as follows: 
b(n, P, h)’ y 
b(n,p, h)+, 
2 b(n,p, h)+, 
h=-s p=s-h n=p+w 
pt2-wt2h 
\' 
L 
he-s &y-h ,,-ptw-2 
b(n,p, h)+, 
(14.5) 
(14.6) 
(14.7) 
(14.8) 
v-=2 x J‘ 
h=-s p=s-h n+p+wt2heO,-I,-2,... 
W, P, h)’ . (14.9) 
For w = -s + 1 and w = -s + 2, ES, has a 5-step composition series under 
dUN,, and V,, V, and W, are defined identically to Eqs. (14.5) to (14.9). 
Although, when w = -s + 2 the summations over h = -s terms in Eq. (14.5) 
and over h = s terms in Eq. (14.6) become vacuous.) 
Suppose next that w E {-s + 3, --s + 4,..., s + l}. Then EL, has a 7-step 
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composition series under dUc, defined as before in terms of the above 
notation, as follows: 
W, = i 2 2-?2h b(n,p,h)‘, 
,,=,,--L p=s-h .-$ff, 
-w+l a, - w-2h 
(14.10) 
W- = c c c b(n,p, h)+, 
h=-s p=s-h ,,+p=w’-2 
(14.11) 
I/+, V, and V- are defined identically to Eqs. (14.7~( 14.9), and 
h=-2 p=i;Lh ,,=$,,,-2 
b(n, p, h)+, (14.12) 
x b(n, p, h) ‘. (14.13) 
h=-s p=s-h n-p-Ziw-2h=O,-I.-2.... 
Finally, suppose w E {s + 2, s + 3,...}. Then ES has a 5-step (resp. 6-step) 
composition series under dL$ tf w E {s + 2, s t 3 } (resp. zf w > s + 4), which 
is contragredient to the 5- and 6-step composition series given preceding the 
statement of the Theorem. In the present case, ES, has three minimal 
invariant subspaces V, , V, and V-, defined identically to Eqs. (14.7) - 
(14.9). Next, there are two invariant subspaces T, and T- such that T, 
(resp. T-) is an essential extension of V, t V (resp. V- t V), defined iden- 
tically to Eqs. (14.12) and (14.13). Finally, the quotient of E”,, by T, t T- is 
finite-dimensional and irreducible (nonzero if w > s t 4). 
Proof: Considerations identical in kind to those in Theorems 14.1 and 
7.22 and Corollary 5.5.6 are involved. Theorems 14.1 and 14.2 are also valid 
for s equal to 0 and 1 except hat some of the sub-quotients defined by Eqs. 
(14.1)-(14.13) reduce to zero. 
It follows that the solutions of the curved wave equations of arbitrary spin 
can be characterized solely in terms of the group-invariance and causality 
features of the bundles. 
COROLLARY 14.3. Let s = 4, 1, $ . . . and N = 2s. The four spaces V, , V2, 
V,, and V, spanned by the lists of basis Jelds (l), (2), (3), and (4) in 
Corollary 12.7 are each invariant and irreducible under the representation 
et 1 of the Lie algebra of G; together they span the ii-finite solutions of 
the mass 0 spin s curved wave equation. U(r) leaves each Vj invariant, U(C) 
exchanges V, and V, and exchanges V, and V,, and U(P) exchanges V, and 
V,, and exchanges V, and V,. 
Any subspace of the k-finite S(i,, #)-valued or S(gi, i,)-valued fields (cf: 
Section 10.1 for notation) which is 
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(i) invariant under due (5 being the Lie algebra of e) for some 
conformal weight w, 
(ii) is lifted up from fields over some fixed finite cover of a, and 
(iii) has the property that no two distinct fields in the subspace have 
the same restriction to a space-like surface {t} x S3, 
equals either (a) the finite-dimensional invariant subspace W, n W_ of EL, 
for w = -s or its conjugate under U(C), or (b) consists of solutions to the 
mass 0 spin s curved wave equation, spect$cally equal to Jj& Vj for some 
subset Q of { 1,2,3,4), in which case w = s + 1. 
Proof The first paragraph follows from Corollary 13.1.1 and Scholia 
12.4 and 13.2. The second follows by examination of the g-types of the 
invariant subspaces determined in Theorems 7.22, 14.1, and 14.2, and the 
observation that condition (iii) is equivalent o: the subspace in question 
does not contain a pair of R-irreducible subspaces of the form b(n,p, h)* 
and b(n’,p, h)‘, where n # n’. 
DEFINITION. The stable subspace of any of the above infinitesimally 
conformally invariant spaces of R-finite vectors (or suitable completions) is 
defined to be the largest invariant subspace Y such that each irreducible 
composition factor of 9 does not have two-sided (energy) spectrum under 
dU(iX,). 
14.2. Unitarity 
It is now easy to show that the solutions of the massless curved wave 
equations, and the quotients of the massive stable subspaces by the massless 
subspaces, define unitary/anti-unitary representations of B’ X 2, (c 
extended by discrete symmetries); the former are also irreducible. Analogous 
theorems, proven quite differently, for the flat wave equations in Minkowski 
space, specifically the former for all spins and the latter for spins 0 and j, 
appeared in Ref. [ 71; cf. the references there for earlier literature on special 
cases. It appears that these scalar products for spins 21, even restricted to an 
irreducible space of positive-frequency fields, are not given by integrals of 
local expressions of the fields and their derivatives (unlike spins 0 and f; cf. 
Theorems 5.4 and 7.7), although for spin 1 partially local expressions can be 
given (Theorem 15.8). 
By general theory it suffices to give a positive-definite scalar product on 
the g-finite vectors with respect to which the Lie algebra representation is
skew-hermitian. Distinct R-irreducible subspaces must be orthogonal, since 
here all R-types have multiplicity 1, and on each it-irreducible space the 
scalar product must be a constant multiple of the if-invariant one derived 
from the L, norm over S3 used to normalize the basis fields. Thus for each 
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triple (n,p, h) * labelling as before a b(n,p, h) * occurring in one of the 
above subspaces or quotients, it suffices to associate a positive constant 
Ci,p,h, related to a putative invariant scalar product (., .) by 
(Is;nkhIm)*,Is;nkhlm)*)=c~,,,, (p=k+I), (14.14) 
such that dUy+,(S) is skew with respect o this (., .). 
These constants are conveniently expressed by use of Appell’s symbol 
(a, n) (cf. [2]) related to the gamma function, and a variation denoted here 
(a, n)* with similar properties. These are defined as follows. Let u be 
complex and n a positive integer, and define 
(a, n) = u(u + l)(u + 2) ... (a + n - l), 
(a, n)* = u(u + 2)(a + 4) ... (a + 2(n - 1)) 
6% 0) = (a, O), = 1, 
(a, -n) = [(a - l)(a - 2) . . . (a - n)] -I for a it 1, 2 ,..., n, 
and 
(a, -n)* = [(a - 2)(u - 4) . . + (a - 2n)] - ’ for a # 2, 4 ,..., 2n. 
It suffices for present purposes to note the relations 
(a + n) . (a, n) = a . (a + 1, n), (14.15) 
(a + 2n) . (a, n)* = a . (a + 2, n),, (14.16) 
(a + 2n) . (a, n), = (a, n + l),, (14.17) 
and that (a, n) (resp. (a, n)J is defined and positive provided a > 0 and 
a + n > 0 (resp. a > 0 and u + 2n > 0). 
For convenience we recall from Theorem 14.2 that the R-decomposition 
of the mass 0 spin s subspace, for s > 0, is 
,;-, ,g-, b ($b+hf l)~~,h)i 
+ c 2 b (++h+l),p,h) ; (14.18) 
h=s,-s p=s-h 
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that of the massive spin s quotient is 
+C b(n, P, -s) + 
p=2s nip-sf3=0,-l,-2,... 
\‘ 
h=-s+l p=s-h n+p+*h+s+~=o.-l-2,... 
b(%P, h)+ 
cc 
(14.19) 
+x 5:‘ 
p=o n+p+st3z.-*,-2,... b(n,p, s> 
S-l 
+7‘ 7 Y- 
hYs p=%h n+p+s+ I&-2,... W,p, h)- 
03 cc s m 00 
+ ps, ,zs+? b(n,pv-s)- -t x \;’ 1 
h=-St I p=i3ih n=p+2hfs+ I 
b(n,p,h)-. 
THl2o~EM14.4. Let s = 0, 4, l,... and N = 2s. The representation Ut, of 
6 X Z, of conformal weight w = s + 1 acts unitarily/anti-unitarify and 
irreducibly on a Hilbert space H, of global distribution solutions of the 
curved mass 0 spin s wave equation on 6l. H, includes all smooth 
everywhere-defined solutions. The space of all restrictions to a surface 
{t) X S3 of such solutions in H, is a closed subspace of the (vector-valued) 
Sobolev space Hlf2-’ (S3). The scalar product is defined on the R-finite 
vectors (14.18) by Eq. (14.14) where 
CZ,p,h = (In\ t s, 1 - 2s) (14.20) 
(an Appell symbol, defined earlier). 
The actions of dUf+,(.Y) on the quotient of the stable subspace of the 
space of R-finite vectors in S,, l(iN, 4) @ S,, 1(#, in), by the above subspace 
of R-finite curved wave equation solutions, also defines a unitaryfanti- 
unitary representation of et x Z, on the completion with respect to the 
scalar product defined by Eq. (14.14) where 
cz,p+h = (n +p t 2h t s t 1, -s - h + 1)2 
~(n-p-2h+s-l,-stht 1)2 if n>O 
=(-ntpts+ l,-stht l)* 
x (-n-p+s- 1,--s-h t l)* if n-c0 
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and 
CLh =(n+p+s+ l,-s+h+ l)* 
X(n-p+s--1,-s-/2+1), if n>O 
=(-n+p+2h+s+ 1,-s-h+ l)? 
X(-n-p-2h+s-l,-s+h+l), if n<O. 
Proof: The statements regarding unitary follow by checking that 
dU,T,(S) is skew-symmetric with respect o the scalar product defined by the 
above Ci,,,, . (Also, the constants are easily checked to be positive using the 
inequalities in (14.18) and (14.19) and the earlier remark on positivity of the 
(a, n) and (a, n)z .) This is done using Corollary 13.1.1 and Eqs. (14.15)- 
(14.17). Since the discrete symmetries are clearly either unitary or anti- 
unitary by Scholia 12.4 and 13.2, it suffices to check skew-symmetry on, 
say, the positive frequency S(i,, $)-valued fields; for example, checking 
for n positive, p = k + 1 (to take one of the most involved cases in the 
massive representation), proceeds as follows. By Corollary 13.1.1, this is 
equivalent o 
(n +p + 2h + s + l)(n tp + 2h + s + 3, --s - h)* 
X(n-p-2h+s-l,-sfh+2), 
=(12-p-s+ l)(n+p+2h$s+ 1,-s-h+ l)* 
x(n-p-2h+s-I,-s+h+ I),. 
This follows from 
(n -p - s + l)(n -p - 2h + s - 1, -s + h + 1)2 
= (n -p - 2h + s - 1,)-s + h + 2)* 
by Eq. (14.17), and 
(n +p + 2h + s + l)(n +p + 2h + s + 3, -s - h), 
=(n+p-s+ l)(n+p+Zz+s+ 1,-s--h), by Eq. (14.16) 
=(n+p+2h+s+ 1,-s-/2+1) by Eq. (14.17). 
Irreducibility of the massless ubspaces under 6’ X Z, follows from the 
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infinitesimal irreducibility and use of Scholia 12.4 and 13.2. The Sobolev 
space determination results from 
-AIs;nkhZm)+ =-dU(A)Is;nkhZm)+ 
=p(p+2)js;nkhlm)+ 
(f-~~k + I) by Scholium 12.1 and the fact that (14.20) is asymptotic to 
n asn-+co. 
14.3. Complete Positivity 
In this sub-section we apply earlier algebraic results [9, lo] on invariant 
convex cones in semisimple Lie algebras to the analysis of positive-energy 
unitary representations of G;, and specifically those representations in 
Theorem 14.4. In fact the basic idea is applicable to unitary representations 
U (assumed strongly continuous throughout) of a wide class of Lie groups 
G; the relevant general concepts are defined as follows. 
Of concern here is the case when 
C, = {X E 5? : i&I(X) is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator } 
is a nonzero and proper cone in the Lie algebra g of G. Such representations 
are termed positive-energy, and C, is called the cone of positivity of U. It is 
clear that C, is a closed convex cone which is invariant under the adjoint 
group action of g, and that C, is invariantly associated to U. 
For the following facts we refer to [9]. It turns out that while many Lie 
algebras possess no such invariant convex cones, the Lie algebra of the 
Poincare group P, has a unique such cone up to sign, the usual light cone 
generating future-directed translations. The Lie algebra of 6, denoted .V’, has 
a continuum of such invariant convex cones, however, and up to sign unique 
minimal and maximal cones. Under the standard injection of PO (two-fold 
covering) into G, the PoincarC cone containing T, (cf. Section 3.6) maps into 
the closed minimal conformally invariant cone, denoted CMin, and thus 
generates CWin by the minimality. The conformally invariant convex cones 
have open dense interiors (topology relative to p’), which span 57 and 
contain X, or -X,. (T,, on the other hand, lies on all the boundaries.) 
Letting CMMax denote the maximal invariant convex cone containing X,, then 
Gin f CMax9 and Lx corresponds to all infinitesimally causal vector fields 
on ti that point into the closed future cone at each space-time point. C,i” is 
generated as a &invariant closed convex cone by 
c,={tX,+uX,+uY,:t~2lulandt~2Ivl}; 
C M,,X is likewise generated by 
c,={tX,+uX,+vY,:t~lul+Iul}, 
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or thus simply by X, + X, and X, + Y,. Finally, the set of &invariant 
closed proper convex cones containing X, are in l-l correspondence, via 
intersection with the three-dimensional belian subalgebra 3 spanned by 
X0, X3, and Y,, with the closed convex cones in Z containing c,, 
contained in c,, and invariant under the transformations 
tx, + ux, + VY, + tx, - ux, + VY, 
and 
tx, + ux, + VY, + tx, + ux, - VY,. 
A unitary representation of G is termed completely positive if its cone of 
positivity is either CWax or -CWax. In the rest of this section we derive some 
constraints on the R-types of positive-energy and completely positive 
representations, and determine the cones of positivity of the representations 
in Theorem 14.4. In fact only finitely many of the latter are completely 
positive, namely, those of the lowest few spins, and, in view of the well- 
known connection between stability and positivity of the energy, this seems a 
mathematical correlate of the empirical fact that the observed stable or 
quasi-stable lementary particles also have the lowest few spins. 
THEOREM 14.5. Let U be an irreducible unitary representation of G;, and 
let d be the set of triples (n,p, h) that indicates the representations of R 
occurring with multiplicity one or more in the R-finite decomposition of U, as 
follows: (n, p, h) E d provided there are i(-finite solutions v of 
idU(X,) v = nv, dU(i) v = -p(p + 2) v, 
dU(p) v = -(p t 2h)(p t 2h t 2) v 
(14.21) 
(p and p t 2h are nonnegative integers). 
Suppose U is positive-energy, i.e., the values of n for which there exists 
(n,p, h) E & are either all nonnegative or all nonpositive. Then: 
(1) (n(>p+hforall(n,p,h)E6. 
(2) For any E > 0 there exists (n,p, h) E d such that n f 0 and 
l-jnl-‘(pth)<c. 
(3) U is completely positive if and only if ( n ( > p + 2h and ( n ( >/p for 
all (n,p, h) E 6. 
Proof (1) follows from CMin c C,. The maximum absolute value of X, 
(resp. Y3) in the subspace determined by (14.21) is p t 2h (resp. p), and 
xo f jx, f $yj E C,i, as noted earlier. Thus 0 < ) n) - fp - i(p t 2h) = 
Jnl-p-hfor all (n,p,h)E6. 
580/54/l-7 
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(2) follows from C, c C,,,. Suppose on the contrary that 
l-In(-‘(p+h)>&>o 
for all (r&p, h) E a with n # 0, where, say, E < 1. This inequality is 
equivalent o 
]n]-f(l-&)-‘p-~(l-E)-‘(p+2h)~o, (*I 
but (*) also holds if n=O sincep,p+2h>O and O>p+h (by (1)) imply 
p = h = 0. It follows by (*) that 
X’ = x, + f(1 -&)-I x, + $(I - E))’ Y, E c,, 
but X’ & CMax since f(1 -E)-’ + f(1 -E)-’ > 1 and this contradicts 
C” c &lax- 
As remarked earlier, CMax is generated by X, + X, and X, + Y,, so 
c, = Cm if and only if C, contains these two elements. By the earlier 
remark on maximum values of X, and Y,, X, + X, E fC(, (resp. 
X, + Y, E f C,) is equivalent to 1 n I hp + 2h (resp. 1 II ( >p) for all 
(%A h) E ET--. 
In connection with the present definition of positive-energy representation 
applicable to general Lie groups, we note the recent result of Ol’shanskii [ 19, 
Theorem 2.57: an irreducible unitary representation of an hermitian 
symmetric noncompact simple Lie group is positive-energy if and only if it is 
a representation with highest weight. The latter class of representations has 
been much studied in recent years [20, 211. Part (1) of Theorem 14.5, stating 
that the g-types of a positive-energy representation must be contained in a 
certain set (or, dually, that the cone of positivity must at least contain the 
minimal cone), is then equivalent to the well-known result of Harish- 
Chandra cited in [ 191, according to which the highest weights of irreducible 
unitary representations of i7 that occur in unitary representations with 
highest weight must lie in the polyhedral cone making right or acute angles 
with all of the noncompact positive roots. 
Part (2) of Theorem 14.5, on the other hand, is the direct consequence of 
the obvious requirement that the cone of positivity must also be contained in 
the maximal cone. In the representation theory language, it states that the 
highest weights of representations of R occurring in a given positive-energy 
unitary representation, together with their Weyl group transforms (Weyl 
group corresponding to the compact roots), must span a cone in the dual of 
the compact Cartan subalgebra whose closure is large enough to include 
esh noncompact positive root. In these terms, it is applicable not only to 
SU(2,2) but to arbitrary hermitian symmetric simple groups, a result that 
has been lacking in the general representation theory literature (unlike the 
result of Harish-Chandra cited earlier). 
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Each of the massless and massive representations of e + X 2, in Theorem 
14.4 reduces under 6;’ (which is G extended by P and T) to the direct sum 
of two positive-energy representations which are exchanged by U(C), and 
thus whose two cones of positivity are negatives of each other. With this 
understanding, the cone which contains X, (of the latter two cones differing 
by a sign) is the one referred to in the following theorem as “the” cone of 
positivity for the representation of given spin and either vanishing or positive 
mass. 
THEOREM 14.6. The mass 0 unitary representations of Theorem 14.4, 
defined by solutions of the curved wave equations, are positive-energy for all 
spins s, but completely positive only for spins 0, i, and 1. The cone of 
positivity for the massless representation of spin s > 1 is generated as a G- 
invariant closed convex cone by 
{X,+uX,+vY,:Jul,(v(,<f(l +s-‘)and~ul+~v~< l}. (14.22) 
The massive representations of Theorem 14.4 are completely positive only 
for spins 0, $, 1, 312, 2, 512, and 3. The cone of positivity for the massive 
representation of spin s > 3 is likewise generated by 
t (2s- 1) lvj,andjul t fv( < I}. 
(14.23) 
The cone of positivity of the spin s massless (resp. massive) representation 
contains the self-dual invariant convex cone (cf: [9, Section 19 1) if and only 
f s < 2 (resp. s < 6). 
Proof By Theorem 14.5(3) and (14.18),, complete positivity results in 
the mass 0 spin s case (where In(=p+h+ 1) if and only ifp+s+ l>p 
andpts+l>pt+(s) for all pa0 andp-stl>p andp-s+l> 
p t 2(-s) for all p > 2s, which clearly holds iff s < 1. 
Now suppose s > 1 in the mass 0 case. Then again by (14.18), X, + 
uX,+vY,isintheconeofpositivityiffp+s+l~lul(p+2s)+JvJpfor 
all p>O and p-stl>.(u((p-2s)tIvlp for all p>2s. Then lul,< 
~(l+s-‘)and~v~~f(l+s-‘)resultfromsettingp=Oandp=2sinthese 
respective inequalities; conversely the inequalities for higher p follow from 
adding multiples of ( u ( t 1 v I < 1, which, being equivalent to X, + uX, + 
vy, E GllaX~ may be assumed. 
Now consider the massive spin s representation, with if-types defined by 
(14.19). The representation is completely positive provided p + s + 3 > p and 
p+st3>p+2s for allp>O, andp+s+l>p andp+stl>p+2h 
for all p > s - h and -s < h < s - 1; these hold when s < 3. Next suppose 
s > 3. Then X, + uX, + vY, is in the cone of positivity for the massive spin 
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s representation when p+s+3>~(u((p+2s)+Ivlp for all p>O and 
p+s+ 1 >lul(p+2h)+Iulp for all p>s-h and h=-s,...,s- 1, and 
the inequalities obtained by interchanging u and u in these also hold. Again 
(since I u ( + I v 1 < 1) it suffices to let p have the minimal values, so equivalent 
conditions are 
s+3>~42s, s + 3 > IUI 2s, 
and 
2s+l-h>luI(s+h)+)ul(s-h) 
2s+l-h>lul(s-h)+Iu((s+h) 
for h = -s,..., s - 1. 
Now taking, e.g., the cases (U > ) u I and I u ( > Iu ( separately, it is easily seen 
that the inequalities with h = s - 1 are the most coercive, and they reduce to 
those in (14.23). 
Regarding the self-dual cone, it suffices (cf. [9]) to determine the half- 
integral s for which (14.22) and (14.23) contain 
Remark. It seems worth pointing out and surprising that, as a corollary 
of the above, there exist everywhere-smooth and normalizable solutions Y of 
the higher spin (s > 1) free wave equations, and everywhere smooth strictly 
future-pointing infinitesimally causal and integrable vector fields X (e.g., 
X=X,+uX,where l>u>j(l+s-‘))suchthatidU(X,)Y=a!Pwhere 
n > 0 (positive energy), although i&(X) Y = mY where m < 0, U being the 
canonical action of the causal group on such fields and dU its differential. 
XV. SPIN ONE BUNDLES 
15.1. Isomorphisms of R ~-Induced and Form Bundles 
The bundles in question are those induced from the nonscalar subrepresen- 
tations of RN, for N = 2 on C4 @ C4 (cf. Section 10.1); up to isomorphisms 
these comprise the arbitrarily reweighted k-form bundles for k 4 1,2,3. (Cf. 
Section 6.3 on reweighting of induced bundles). In order to determine the 
basis actions of exterior differentiation and infinitesimal conformal transfor- 
mations (needed to determine composition series in Section 15.3), and to 
connect the special treatment of parallelization of the form bundle in 
Section 8 with the parallelization used elsewhere in (I), (II), and the present 
work, these covariant isomorphisms must be specified. This specification is 
made in Section 15.1 without use of the normalized basis fields, which next 
appear in Section 15.2. 
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Accordingly we first specialize Sections 10.1 and 10.2 to the case N = 2, 
and introduce more convenient notation for the basis vectors defined there 
spanning C4 @ C4. Recall the basis {e,, e,, e3, e4} of C4 referred to in 
Section 10.2. S({ 1, 2}, 4) is spanned by 11 M)~,~,~),~) (m = -l,O, l), in the 
notation of Scholium 10.3; henceforth these vectors are denoted jF+m) (F 
for “form” or “FWv”). Note also 
IF+ l)=e,@e,, IF+ -l)=e2@el, 
IF+ 0) = 2-“*(e, @ e, + e, Be,). 
Likewise, S(& (1, 2)) is spanned by 11 m)(g,,,,2n (m = -l,O, l), which will 
be denoted IF- m), and 
IF- l)=e3@e,, IF--l)=e,@e,, 
IF- 0)= 2-"*(e, @ e4 + e4 @ e3). 
iFL(ilj, (2)) (resp. S(VL ill)) is spanned by IL mh,,,,,,, 6-w. 
m ~~21,,11~), whereL = 1 an d m = -l,O, 1, and L = m = 0. These vectors 
will be denoted IV&2) L m) (resp. I V(2, 1) L m)) (V for “vector”), and 
Iv(L2)1 l)=e,Oe,, I V(1,2) 1 0) = 2-“*(e, 0 e4 + e, @ e3), 
IV(1,2) 1 -l)=e,@e,, I V(1,2) 0 0) = 2-“*(e, @ e4 - e2 @ e3), 
IWA 1) 1 l)=e,Oe,, 1 V(2, 1) 10) = 2-“‘(e, @ e, + e3 @ e,), 
IV(2,l)l -1)=e4@e2, 1 V(2, 1) 0 0) = 2-“*(e4 @ e, - e3 @ e,). 
Finally, the remaining two basis vectors span A: ({ 1,2}, 4) and 
A ~(4, { 1,2}). By evaluation of Section 10.2 formulas these are, respectively, 
I()()),=-2-m If -f)’ 14 4)’ + z-‘/2 1; ;>+ 14 -f)’ 
= 2-l’*(e, @ e, - e2 @ e,), 
(00),=2-“*(e3@e4-e,@e,), 
and will henceforth be denoted, respectively ) S + ) and IS- ) (S for “scalar”). 
The following notation for fields is adopted. Let & (k = 0, I,..., 4) denote 
the space of smooth k-forms on a. Let Fz, F;, V(I, 2)b, V(2, I&, Si, S; 
denote, respectively, the space of smooth fields on 6l with values in the span 
of the above-defined IF+ m), IF- m), I V(1,2) L m), I V(2,l) L m), IS’), and 
IS-). (b is for “bundle.“) Also, set F, = Fl + F;, S, = S,+ + S;, V, = 
V(L 2)b + V(2, I)*. 
The linear isomorphisms referred to above are defined as follows. Define 
fo,f ,‘,.f 0 :‘S, -+ &I, f4JY9f.L :%‘a4 
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fot(~lIS+))=fo(a)Is-))=rp, 
f:(U,lS+))=f;(a,IS-))=~~OP,P*P3, 
fo+(V)IS-))=fo(V,IS+))=O, f:(ulls-))=f4(~Is+))=o, 
fo=f,‘+f,? f,=f: +f,, 
for all smooth scalar fields q~. Define 
fi Tf Yv2’,f I (*,l) : v, + n,, f, Yf !‘*“‘,f 3 (**I) : v, + a3 
as follows. For scalar fields A, B, C, and D, set 
!?‘=D~V(1,2)00)+A(V(1,2)1 l)+BIV(1,2)1O)+CIV(1,2)1-l), 
~=D~V(2,1)00)+A~V(2,1)11)+B~V(2,1)10)+C~V(2,1)1-1), 
and define 
f’,‘,*)(Y?=fl*,‘)(~)=DPO t 2-1/2(C-A)/?,-2-1i2i(A +C)p,+B&, 
f~‘~“(‘U)=f~*~‘)(~)=DP1P2P3+2-“*(C-~)P~P2P~ 
- 2-“*@ + C)PoPJ4 + %PIP2, 
f yqq z.z f \‘.“( y) = 0, fy’(@)=fl’qy)=o, 
and 
fi =f y.2) +f \*.I), f3 =f y +f y* 
Finally, define f2 : F, -+ Sl, by 
f2(FIF+ l)tG(F+O)tHIF+-l)+JIF- l)tKIF-O)tLIF--1)) 
= ~,,P,P, + F02POP2 + ~ldm + F,,P,P, + F23B2P3 + Fd3PI 3 
where 
P,, = (i/2)(-F-J t H + L), Fo3 = 2-“*i(K t G), 
F,,=a(F+JtH+L), F,,=f(-F+J+H-L), 
F,,=(i/2)(-F-t-J-HtL), F,, = 2-I’*(-K + G), 
for scalar functions I;? G, H, J, K, L. 
These isomorphisms turn out to intertwine exterior differentiation d and 
the Dirac operator gc. Let P, (resp. P,) denote the projection onto 
symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) tensors in C4 @ C4. 
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THEOREM 15.1. (1) For all YESb, 
-fy*“(q Y) =f’,‘J’(~, Y) = id(f,( !q). 
(2) f,(P,g, Y) = 2 “‘d(f,( Y)) for all Y E V,. 
(3) For all YYF,, 
f:‘,2’(23c Y) =f$2.“(cSc Y) = -2”2d * (f2(Y)). 
(4) For all YE V(l, 2)6, 
f i(fYc y1 =f ;R,% Yu) = -id(fMh 
f XA ul> =f O(PPc u’) = -Wf,(V). 
(Cf: Section 8.1 for dejkition of N(A), A a l-form.) 
(5) For all YE V(2, l)b, 
f :(P,~c ul> =f ;V’,gc y1= Wf,(y?)> 
f,‘(P,~~Y)==f,(P,~cY3=id(f,(Y)). 
(6) For all Y+ E Fi and Yy- E Fb, 
fi(iYy+ - iY-) = *f,(Y+ + Y”-). 
Prooj Each part (lt(5) follows by comparison of the definitions of fj 
the formulas in Section 8 for dw for w a 0, 1, 2, or 3-form in terms of 
standard components, and the following lemma. For (6), note that *W = iw, 
given a 2-form LU with standard components F,, when iF,, = F,, , iF,, = F,, , 
and iF,* = F,, , and use the definition of f2. 
LEMMA 15.1.1. For all smooth functions q, A, B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, 
and L: 
~JDIV(1,2)00)+AjV(1,2) I l)+B~V(l,2)10)+C~V(1,2)1-1)) 
= Y&. + Ys (15.2) 
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and 
~~(D~V(2,1)00)+A~V(2,1)11)+B~V(2,1)10)+C~V(2,1)1-1)) 
= yf?- Ir,, (15.3) 
where 
YF=(-iXoA-2-“2(X,+iX1)(B+D)-iX3A+2A)lF+ 1) 
+ (-iX,B + 2-l/*(X2 - iX,)A 
- 2-“‘(X2 + ix,) C + iX,D + 2B) JFt 0) 
t(-iX,C+2-1’2(X2-iXI)(B-D)+iX3Ct2C)(F+-l) 
+(-i&4+2-“*(X,+iX,)(B-D)+iX3A-2A)JF 1) 
+ (-iX,B t 2-‘/*(-X2 + ix,) A 
t 2-“‘(X, t ix,) C + iX,D - 2B) IF- 0) 
+(-iX,Ct2-‘/*(-X,tiXI)(B+D)-iX3C-2C)JF--1) 
and 
Ys = (-iX,D t 2-‘/*(X, - iX,)A + iX,B 
t 2-‘/*(X, + ix,) C)((S+) + IS-)); 
@#IF+ l)tGIF+O)tHIF+-l)+JJF-‘1) 
tIcIF-O)+LIF- -1))=A(~V(1,2)1 l)tIV(2,1)1 1)) 
+ B(( q1(1,q 10) + ( V(2, 1) 10)) t C(( V(L2) 1 -1) t ( V(2, 1) 1 -1)) 
t D(l V( 1,2) 0 0) t / V(2, 1) 0 0)). (15.4) 
where 
and 
A = -iX,,(J + F) + 2-‘/*(X, t iX,)(G -K) 
+ iX,(F - J) + 2(5 - F), 
B = -iX,,(G t K) t 2-‘/*(X, - iX,)(J - F) 
t 2-‘/*(X2 t iX,)(H - L) + 2(K - G), 
C=-iXo(HtL)t2-1’2(X2-iX,)(K-G) 
t ix,@. - H) t 2(L - H), 
D = 2-‘/*(-X, + iX,)(J+ F) - iX,(K t G) - 2-‘/*(X2 t iX,)(H + L). 
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Proof: By the definition of !&Yc and direct computation. It is useful to first 
obtain (from Eq. (11. I)) the more explicit expression 
= - ~x,(Y,V, 0 212 + Vl 0 Y4V2) + i[Y,Y,@J,X, + “2X2 + a,X,) v,l 0 02 
+~v,O[~,~,(~,X,+u,X,+u,X,)v,]-4[y,y,OI+IOy,y,]T, 
(15.5) 
where 
T= 3v, 0 v2 + i Ujv* 0 ujv2> 
j=l 
for all differentiable C4-valued functions v, and v2 on 6l. 
The isomorphisms 5 also intertwine the canonical actions Uk of G on k- 
forms, with the representations Uz of G for N= 2 and w = k. Since 
henceforth N= 2, the latter representation will be denoted U,. 
THEOREM 15.2. (1) For all YE S, and g E 6, 
.tJt"j( if) y? = U’(g)&(y? for j = 09 4. 
(2) For all !? E V, and g E c, 
Jjt”j(g) Yl= Uj(g)&(y? for j= 1,3. 
(3) For all YE F, and g E G, 
f2W2k) y? = ~‘bM2W. 
Proof The j = 0 case in (1) is evident. The other cases follow by the 
equations d( Uj( g) w) = Vi+ ’ ( g) dw (for j = 0, 1,2,3, g E 6, o E aj), 
Theorem 15.1, and the following lemma. For example, from these it follows 
that (2) (j = 1) holds for all Y = !?Pc$ (4 E S,), but consideration of such Y 
suffkes since U’ (when expressed as an action on linear combinations 
I:+‘&,& u E A) and u, are both left-parallelized induced represen- 
tations, and only intertwining of the multipliers at a point is at issue. Subse- 
quent cases (3), (2) (j= 3), and (1) (j= 4) follow by iteration of this 
argument. 
LEMMA 15.2.1. (1) For all ‘YE S, and g E G, 
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(2) For all !P E V, and g E e, 
(3) C@CU,(g)Y=U,(g)C?SCYforall YEFF,andgEG. 
Proof. The equations evidently hold if g E i7 (Theorem 11.3), and it 
suffices to prove the infinitesimal forms for g = exp tS, i.e., Theorem 11.4. In 
the case of (3), this follows from Eqs. (11.3) (N, = { 1,2}, N- = 4) and 
(11.4) (N, = 4, N- = (1,2}). Th e case (2) follows similarly from Eqs. 
(11.3) to (11.6). The equation in case (1) does not follow from Theorem 
11.4, but the theorem’s proof shows that it holds provided Eqs. (11.12) and 
(11.13) hold when N= 2, w = 0, and when U, @ v2 is replaced by e, @ e, - 
e2 @ e, and e3 @ e4 - e,, @ e3, and these are easily checked. 
15.2. Vector and Two-Form Basis Fields 
These are defined by specialization of Section 12 and adoption of more 
convenient notation paralleling that used for the basis of C4 @ C4 in the 
previous sub-section. The canonical basis field denoted 
11; n k h 1 m)fl,21,, 0-p. 11; n kh lm),,d5 
which takes values in S({ 1, 2}, 4) (resp. S(#, (1, 2}), will henceforth be 
written 1 Ft ; n k h 1 m) (resp. IF-; n k h 1 m)). By (12.3), the ranges of the 
discrete parameters are 
h = -l,O, 1, 12 lhl, 
12 Iml, k+l>l-h. 
(15.6) 
The basis field denoted 
defined if L is 0 or 1, takes values in S({ 1 }, {2}) (resp. S((2), { 1 })). It is 
henceforth denoted 1 V( 1,2) 1; n k h 1 m) (resp. 1 V(2, 1) 1; n k h 1 m)) if 
L = 1, and 1 V(l, 2)O; FZ klm) (resp. ) V(2, 1)O; n klm)) if L =O. The 
ranges of h, k, 1, are also given by (15.6) if L = 1,. and those of k, 1, m are 
120, 0 ImL k+l>O (15.7) 
if L = 0. Finally, the fields 
IO; n kh lm>::il,, and IO; n k h 1 m);,;‘,.21 
(necessarily h = 0), taking values in A:({ 1, 2}, 4) and A ;@, { 1,2}), will be 
denoted(S+;nklm)and~S-;nkIm),andtherangesofk,l,mare(15.7). 
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These fields with L = 0 are simply related to the normalized scalar basis 
fields; the L = I fields are also interrelated. 
SCHOLWM 15.3. 
/S*;nkhzm)=~nkzm)ls*), 
~V(1,2)0;nkZm)=]nkZm))V(1,2)00), 
IV(2, l)O;nkZm)=~nkZm)~V(2, l)OO), 
/V(1,2)1;nkZm)=(l @ y,)IF+;nkhZm), 
JV(2, 1) l;nkhlm)=(y,OI)JF+;nkhlm), 
IF-;nkhZm)=(y,Oy,)IF’;nkhZm). 
Proof: By the definitions in Sections 12.1 and 15.1, it sufftces to prove, 
e.g., the second equation. By Eq. (12.4) (where 2j = k + I), 
IV(1,2)0;nkZm)=(-l)k+2’(k+Z+ l)“* . . 
xc (2Z+ 2r + 1y2 o z j lJ Jz+rl @Cn, k 6 ml, I 
and by Eq. (12.2), 
@(n, k, 1, m) = 2 (I + r m,;Om2~Zm)JkZm)~Om2). 
m1.m2 
But clearly the former sum is over r = 0 only, and in the latter m, = 0 and 
m, = m, and thus it suffices to note 
.i j z 
I I 0 Zj = (-i)2i+r [(2Z + 1)(2j + l)]-‘I2 
by Eq. (6.3.2) of [5]. 
By specialization of Theorem 12.5 and use of the above notation, the 
following basis actions of the Dirac operator are obtained: 
gc(S+;nklm) 
=~cIS-;nkZm)=nlV(1,2)0;nkZm) 
f [(k+Z)(k+Z+2)]“*IV(1,2) 1;nkOZm) 
-nlV(2,1)0;nkZm) 
-[(k+Z)(k+Z+2)]“2~V(2,1)1;nk0Zm), (15.8) 
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~JV(l,2)0;nkZm) 
= np+;nkzm)-[(k+z)(k+z+2)]“*(F+;nkOlm) 
+np-;nkzm)-[(k+z)(k+z+2)]“*IF-;nk0zm), (15.9) 
gc ) V(2, 1) 0; n k I m) 
=-nls+;nkzm)-[(k+z)(k+z+2)]“*JF+;nkOzm) 
-nIS-;nkZm)-((k+z)(k+z+2)]“*(F-;nkOzm), (15.10) 
CPC1V(l,2) 1;nkhZm) 
=(n+h(k+Z+h+ l))(F+;nkhZm) 
-[(l-h*)(k+Z)(k+Z+2)]“*~S+;nkZm) 
+(n-h(k+Z+h+ l))jF-;nkhlm) 
-[(l-h2)(k+Z)(k+Z+2)]‘~2(S-;nkfm), (15.11) 
gCIV(2, 1) 1;nkhZm) 
=(n+h(k+Z+ht l))lF+;nkhZm) 
+[(I-h2)(ktZ)(ktZt2)]*~*~St;nkZm) 
t(n-h(ktZtht l))\F-;nkhZm) 
+[(l-h2)(k+Z)(k+Zt2)]1’2(S-;nkZm), 
~,~F+;nkhZm) 
=(n-h(k+Z+h+ l))IY(l,2)1;nkhZm) 
t [(I-h2)(k+Z)(ktZt2)]‘/*(V(1,2)0;nkZm) 
+(n-h(ktZth+l)))V(2,l)l;nkhZm) 
t [(l-h2)(ktZ)(ktZt2)]‘/*~V(2,1)0;nkZm), 
(15.12) 
(15.13) 
53,IF-;nkhZm) 
=(n+h(ktZth+ l))JV(l,2)l;nkhZm) 
t [(1 - h*)(k t Z)(k t 1 t 2)]‘/* ) V(l,2) 0; rt k Zm) 
t(nth(ktZ+htl))IV(2,l)l;nkhZm) 
t [(l - h2)(k t Z)(k + 1 t 2)]“* ( V(2, 1) 0; n k 1 m). (15.14) 
For later use in connection with Maxwell’s equations, bases for the closed 
R-finite k-forms on 6l (k = 1, 2, 3) are given in the following: 
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THEOREM 15.4. (1) The closed ii-finite l-forms on A are spanned by 
all 
f,(nIV(l,2)0;nklm)+ [(k+l)(k+l+2)]“* IV(1,2) 1;nkOlm)) 
(k + I> 1; n, k, 1, m otherwise arbitrary) 
and all 
f,(l V( 1,2) 0; n 0 0 0)) = e”“& (n arbitrary). 
(2) The R-j%zite l-forms A in the Lorentz gauge (N(A) = 0) are 
spanned by all 
f,fl V(l, 2) 1; n k h 1 m)) for h = f 1 (n, k, 1, m arbitrary), 
fI([(k+l)(k+l+2)]‘~2 IV(1,2)0;nklm)+n)V(1,2) 1;nkOlm)) 
(k + I> 1; n, k, 1, m otherwise arbitrary), 
f,(l~(~,2)0;0000~)=P,. 
(3) The closed R-finite 2-farms on fi are spanned by the image under 
f2 of all 
F~Ff;nkIlm)+GJF+;nkOlm)+H~Ft;nk-llm) 
+JIF-;nkllm)+KIF-;nkOlm)+LIF-;nk-llm) 
(F, G, H, J, K, L constants) where 
n(F-J)=(k+l+2)(F+J) 
G=K (15.15) 
n(-H + L) = (k + l)(H + L). 
Corresponding constraints on co-closed 2-farms (o such that d * o = 0) are 
n(F+J)=(k+l+2)(F-J) 
G=-K (15.16) 
n(H + L) = (k + 1)(-H + L). 
Thus E-finite solutions of MaxwelPs equations (dw = d * w = 0) are spanned 
by 
(a) f2(JF+; n k 1 1 m)) for n = k + t + 2, 
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(b) f@+;nk- llm))firn=-k-1, 
(c) f,(JF-;nkllm)forn=-k-l-2. 
(d) f#-;nk- 1 Im))for n=k+l. 
(4) The closed $-ftnite 3forms on 6I are spanned by the same list of 
fields in part (2) except for the replacing off, by f3. 
Proof: Each part follows directly from Theorem 15.1 and equations 
(15.9) to (15.14). 
The R-finite l-form solutions of Maxwell’s equations are also easily listed. 
THEOREM 15.5. g-finite l-forms A on A such that d * aA = 0 are 
spanned by he following: 
(1) fi(l V( 1, 2) 0; n 0 0 0)) = ei”& for n arbitrary, 
(2) for k + 12 1 and n, k, 1, m otherwise arbitrary, 
fi(nIV(1,2)O;nklm)+ [(k+l)(k+l+2)1”*(V(1,2) l;nkOlm)), 
(3) f,(l 1/(1,2) 1; n k 1 1 m)), where n = k + I+ 2, 
(4) f,(l V(1, 2) 1; n k - 1 1 m)), where n = -k - I, 
(5) fi(l V(1,2) 1; n k 1 lm)), where n = -k - l- 2, 
(6) fi(lV(1,2) l;nk-1 lm)), where n=k+l. 
Proof By Theorems 15.1 and 15.4(3) and Eqs. (1511) and (15.12). 
A treatment of the questions of existence and uniqueness of potentials cor- 
responding to given two-form solutions of Maxwell’s equations and satisfying 
various gauges, that is more precise than that of Section 8.2, can now be 
given. 
THEOREM 15.6. Let UJ be a global twoform distribution solution of 
Maxwell’s equations on I% Then there exists a l-form distribution A on ti 
such that a!A = o that is invariant under t; (i.e., lifted up from M) and is in 
the Lorentz gauge N(A) = 0. Such a l-form is unique up to a constant 
multiple of /I,,. By subtraction of such a multiple of PO, A can be taken also in 
the temporal gauge (A, = 0), as assumed below. A lies in an L,-Sobolev 
space (over S3 at fixed times) of one order greater than that containing w. 
Suppose further that w is ii-finite; then A is also. Consider any g-finite l- 
form B on a satisfying dB = u; then B difsers from A by a linear 
combination of p,, and the l-forms 
f~(~V(1,2)0;nklm)+(n/Jn~)(V(l,2)1;nkOlm)) 
(n*=(k+l)(k+1+2)andk+l> 1). 
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(which live on no finite covering of 6l) if N(B) = 0 is imposed, and difsers 
from A by terms of the form fi(l V(l, 2) 1; 0 k I m)) if B, = 0 is imposed. 
Thus any R-finite B such that dB = o, N(B) = 0, and B, = 0 equals A. 
Proof. By Corollary 7.2.1 of Section 8.2, w lives on ti and is expandable 
in terms of the basis fields (a>-(d) of Theorem 15.4(3). A is taken to be the 
corresponding linear combination of the l-forms (3~(6) in Theorem 15.5, in 
view of 
d(2-“‘(k+ I+ 2)-‘f,(( V(l,2) 1;n k 1 Im))) 
=&JR’+; n k I rm)) if n=k+1+2, 
d(-2-“*(k + I)-‘f,(l V(l, 2) 1; n k -1 I m))) 
=f2(1Ft ; n k -1 1 m)) if n=-k-l, 
d(-2-“‘(k + I + 2)-‘f,(l V(l, 2) 1; n k 1 1 m))) 
=I;(/F-; n k 1 Im}) if n=-k-2-2, 
d(2-‘/‘(k + I)-‘./“,(/ V(l, 2) 1; n k -1 rm))) 
=fi(lF-; n k -1 Im)) if n=k+l, 
by Theorem 15.1(2) and Eq. (I 5.11). By the above equations A lies in the 
stated Sobolev space; N(A) = 0 by Theorem 15.4(2); and A is c-invariant by 
Corollary 12.6. Now [p(p + 2)] “’ is irrational for all positive integral p, so 
by Theorem 15.4, (1) and (2), &, is the only closed l-form on a finite cover 
of $I in the Lorentz gauge; thus the uniqueness statement follows. The 
second paragraph follows similarly. 
In the remainder of this sub-section the spin I conformally invariant 
scalar products of Theorem 14.4, massless and massive, are cast into local 
form; both resemble familiar integrals of products of fields. More precisely, 
the invariant hermitian structure (((., .))) below is positive- (resp. negative-) 
definite on the subspace where idU(X,) is positive (resp. negative), and is 
substantially the well-known symplectic structure for Maxwell’s equations 
(cf., for example, [i5]); potentials must be introduced to obtain a local 
expression. The inner product on the massive stable quotient is nonlocal for 
a different reason. Note that Theorem 14.4 does not claim this quotient 
irreducible under G+ x Z,, like the massless ubspace, in fact it is not, being 
the a + X Z,-invariant direct sum 
whose summands are not further reducible under this group, where Y, is a 
subspace of ker d, Yz = xYI is the corresponding subspace of ker d* and 
J$ = ker dn ker d* is the mass 0 subspace. The massive scalar product has 
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a positive-definite local form on each summand of (*) (essentially a 
mathematical version of the Lagrangian s (Ij?j2 - IgI’) d,x), and the two 
summands are orthogonal; however, the decomposition (*) itself is nonlocal 
so the overall inner product on the stable subspace is not local. 
Given any two continuous 2-forms F and G on fi with standard 
components F. and G, (cf. Section 8.1 for definition), define 
(C’ denoting summation over the pairs ij = 12,23, 3 1 as in (II)). 
SCHOLIUM 15.7. Given F and G as above, 
(F,G),=jRFA &=jM*FA G, 
and (*F, *G), = -(F, G),. If F = aA then 
(F, G)2 = jtiA A d * G; 
in particular, (aA, *dB), = 0 for smooth l-forms A, B on l& 
Proof The conventions of Section 3.7 regarding forms are used; in 
particular, integration of 4-forms is with respect o the orientation defined by 
&/?ip2&. Also used is d(A A *c) = dA A &-A A d * G and Stokes’ 
theorem. 
Given any two smooth 2-forms CO and w’ on M satisfying Maxwell’s 
equations and having standard components F, and F;, define 
(((F, F’))) = i js, t, (AjG - FojT) d, uy 
i 
(15.18) 
where Aj and A; are the standard components of any smooth 2-forms A and 
A’ satisfying dA = F and dA’ = F’ (e.g., those given by the previous 
theorem). 
THEOREM 15.8. (((-, .))) is a well-defined hermitian form on smooth 
solutions of Maxwelrs equations, and up to an overall positive constant 
equals (via the isomorphism f2 with 2-forms) the massless spin 1 inner 
product of Theorem 14.4 on the subspace spanned by (a) and (d) of Theorem 
15.4(3), and the negative of that inner product on the complementary span of 
(b) and (cl. Thus (((-, ->>> is T- and P-invariant but reversed under C. If 
potentials are chosen as on Theorem 15.6, the components of A at a fixed 
time are in the Sobolev space H1j2(S3) tf those of aTA are in H-“‘(S3) (as in 
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Theorem 14.4, s = 1); conversely tf A and A’ satisfy Maxwell’s equations 
and are in H1’*(S3), then the r.h.s. of (15.18) is meaningful, depends only on 
dA and dA ‘, and (((F, F’))) thus continuously extends for all normalizable 
solutions F and F’. 
Let o and CO’ be two R-finite 2-forms that correspond via the isomorphism 
f2 to vectors in the massive stable subspace of Theorem 14.4 where s = 1. 
Then there exist exact R-Jinite 2-forms F’, F*, F3, F4, each unique module 
the massless ubspace, such that 
w=F1 +*F*, w’ = F3 + *F4. 
Then w satisfies Maxwell’s equations tf and only if F’ and F* do. DeJine the 
sesquilinear form ((e, . )) by 
((w a’)) = (J”, F3), + (F*, F4)2 
(cf: Eq. (15.17)). ((., .)) is well-defined, as 
((co, to’)) = (F’ + *F2, F3 - *F4)2 
= (F’ - *F*, F3 + *F4)*. 
(15.19) 
((co, co’)) vanishes if either w or w’ satisfies Maxwell’s equations. ((s, .)) also 
by completion realizes the positive-definite scalar product spect@ed in 
Theorem 14.4 on the quotient of the stable subspace by the space of solutions 
of Maxwell? equations. 
Proof Assume first that potentials A and A’ are taken in the Lorentz 
and temporal gauges as in Theorem 15.6. By specialization of Eq. (14.20) 
and Theorem 15.4(3), the basic identity to establish is 
Nf*Gnf*(r)N = (P OS. const) n-‘(aE - bd), 
where 
X=aIF+;nkhlm)+bJF-;-nkhlm), 
Y=cJF+;nkhlm)+d(F-;-nkhlm), 
for n = h(k + I+ h + l), h = f 1, and a, b, c, d arbitrary constants. (Note 
that (((-, w))) is then positive and negative on the subspaces tated.) To show 
this, note that P,g,Z = 2nX and P,@, W= 2nY, where 
Z=aJV(1,2) l;nkhlm)-blV(1,2) l;-nkhlm), 
W=cJV(1,2)1;nkhIm)-dJV(1,2)1;-nkhlm), 
580/54/l-8 
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by Eq. (15.11); thus it suffices to show 
((G4f,(Z))7 d(f,(W)N = (~0s. const) n(ac - W 
by Theorem 15.1(2). Now let e *ifnAj (j= 1, 2, 3; note A,= 0) be the 
standard components off, (I V( 1,2) 1; f n k h 1 m)), and e * irnFoj three of the 
standard components of f2(1F* ; +n k h 1 m)). By the definition (15.18) and 
Theorem 15.1(2), 
= 2’/‘ni 
II “, ( (aeif”Aj - be-ifn.4j)(cei*nFoj + &-““Foj) S3j=1 
- (ueif”Foj + be-““Foj)(ceif”Aj - deei”‘Aj)} d,u. 
But by the definitions of the normalized basis fields, Scholium 15.3, and the 
definitions off, and f2, there are scalar fields A, B, and C on S3, depending 
on k, h, I, and m, such that ssj (IA]’ t JB12 t IC12)03 = 1, F,, = $i(-A t C), 
F,, = +(A t C), F,,, = 2-“‘iB, A, = 2-“‘(C - A), A, = -2T1”i(A + C), 
and A, = B. It follows that 
2 AjF,,-=-2-1’2i(~A~2+~B12 -/ICI*); 
j=1 
thus the above integral simplifies to (pos. const) n(ac - ba) as asserted. 
For the independence of (15.18) of choices of A and A’, note that 
alternate potentials differ by closed l-forms from the ones used here; by 
Theorem 15.4( 1) closed l-forms have helicity h = 0, which are orthogonal to 
the field strengths F and F’ as the latter have helicities h = f 1. The Sobolev 
space remarks are evident from Theorem 14.4. 
By (14.19), the massive spin 1 quotient of Theorem 14.4 is spanned by the 
residue classes of the /F* ; n k h I m) invariant under 4’ such that 1 it ( > 
k + l+ h + 1. By evaluation of the Cz,,,, given in Theorem 14.4, the 
invariant inner product is defined by (cf. Eq. (14.14)) 
(X, Y)=uE~+bd~, 
where 
X=ulF+;nkhlm)tb\F-;nkhlm), 
Y=c(F+;nkhim)tdlF-;nkhlm), 
and where we have set p = h(k t 1 t h + 1). To show that this corresponds 
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to ((., .)), set jF*)=(P*;nkhlm) and IV)=IV(1,2) l;nkhlm), and 
note that by Eqs. (15.11) to (15.14), 
~cl~+)=(~-P)In %lw=(n+P)I? 
modulo 1 V( 1,2) 0; n k I m) terms if h = 0 and I V(2, 1) a..) terms, and 
p,gc I v = (n + P) IF+ > + (n - P> IF- >. 
It follows that 
~=P,~c(c* IV) + *‘psgc(c2 I VI, 
Y=P,~c(c, I?I + *‘Ps~ckl IV>)T 
where *’ IF+) = i IF+), *’ IF’-) = -i IF-) and 
2c,=a(n+p)-‘+&l-p)-‘, 2c,=ib(n-p)-‘-ia(n+p)-‘, 
2c,=c(n+p)-‘+42-p)-‘, 2c,=id(n-p)-‘-ic(n+p)-‘; 
thus the assertion regarding the existence and uniqueness of the Fj follows 
again by Theorem 15.1(2), (6). 
Now the ( V) are normalized in L&l, d4tl); it follows by an easy 
computation involving the above equations that (X, Y) is proportional, 
meaning henceforth in the proof by an overall positive constant factor 
independent of n and p, to 
cc* IVT ac Y)L2(M) - (c2 I0 9, *’ Y)L*Mv (*I 
Setting o =fQ), o’ =f2(Y), Aj =f,(cj ) V)), and Fj =f,(Ps9,(cj ( V))) for 
j = 1,2, 3,4, it follows again by Theorem 15.1 and the definitions off,, f, , f, 
that (*) is proportional to 
- - 
1 (AAdw’+A*Adw’}=( {AAd*F+A*Ad*F}, 
cl 6-i 
which is proportional by Scholium 15.7 to 
(F’, F3), + (F*, F4), = ((w, w’)). 
The Eqs. (15.19) also follows from Scholium 15.7. Since a two-form 
solution w of Maxwell’s equations on R can be written as either dA’ or 
*dA *, it follows that both ((0, dA)) = 0 and ((w, *dA)) = 0 for all such w 
and all l-forms A. 
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15.3. Composition Series of Vector Representations 
In this section all the conformally invariant subspaces of the spaces 
S,(( 1}, {2}) of smooth induced fields over any finite cover of li;r, for an 
arbitrary conformal weight w, are determined. Thus the bundles we 
decompose are essentially those of all l-forms, 3-forms, and all other pseudo- 
l-form bundles. We obtain that the associated nontrivial composition series 
are all either 3-step (as in Theorem 14.1) or 5 or 6-step (as in Theorem 
14.2) except in the cases of the bundle of weight w = 1 and its dual of weight 
w = 3. A composition series for the space of all l-forms or 3-forms on ti has 
13 steps (of which for the former all but two appear in the stable subspace), 
and on all strictly higher finite coverings of M has two steps, the unique 
nontrivial subspace corresponding to the closed k-forms (k = 1,3) on the 
covering. 
For this section only, the basis fields ) V( 1,2) 1; n k h 1 m) and 
IV(l,2)0;nklm) will be abbreviated to ) Vl ; n k h I m) and ) M; n k 1 m), 
respectively. The infinitesimal scale action on such fields, obtained from 
Theorem 13.1, is listed in Table II. As notation for certain R-irreducible 
subspaces, let b(n,p, h) denote the span of all ] Vl ; n k h 1 m) for k + 1 =p, 
and b(n,p) the span of all 1 VO; II k 1 m) for k + 1 =p. Recall that b(n,p) 
(resp. b(n,p, h)) is defined for p = 0, 1,2 ,... (resp. p = 1 - h, 2 - h, 3 - h ,... 
for h = 1, 0, -1). Denote the R-finite eigenspaces of U(c) as follows: for any 
real A let E, denote the span of all b(n,p, h) and b(n,p) such that n -p - A 
is an even integer. Then U(c) u = exp(-izA> u for all v in E, by Corollary 
12.6. 
The substantial difficulty in determining the composition series, which 
necessitates a very detailed analysis, is that the R-types in the above bundles 
for helicity 0 and p positive are of multiplicity 2. Relatedly, for any 
constants A and B and p > 1, let Ab(n,p) r Bb(n,p, h) denote the 8- 
irreducible subspace spanned by all A 1 VO; n k 1 m) + B ( Vl; n k 0 I m) for 
k + I = p. Also, define the special cases 
m,(n,p, w) = (n + w - 1) b(n,p) i [p(p + 2)1”* b(n,p, O), 
m,(n,p,w)=(n-w+ l)b(n,p)T [p(p+2)]“*b(n,p,O), 
m,(n,p) = [p(p + 2)]“* b(n,p) 7 nb(n,P, 01, 
(m for “mixture”), which will appear frequently. The composition series 
results mentioned above comprise the following five theorems, and depend on 
the subsequent lemmas. 
THEOREM 15.9. Zf w is nonreal, then dU, acts irreducibly on all the E,. 
Zf w is real and distinct from 1 and 3, then dU, acts irreducibly on all the E, 
except El+, and E,-,. (E,+W=E,--W ifand only ifw is integral.) 
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TABLE II 
Scale Actions for Vector Representations 
dU,(S ]Vl;nkllm) 
1 (k+21+2)&+1) “2 
= 4 (k+l+2)(k+l+ 1) [ I 
(-n+k+l+3-w)lVl;n+l k-l 1 /In) 
1 (k+21+3)@+2) ‘I2 
-4 4 (k+I+3)@+1+2) 1 (n+k+ltw) ) Vl ; nt 1 kt 1 1 I m) 
1 
[ 
21(1+ 1) 
+;i- (W+3)(kt1+2)*(kt& 1) I 
112 
(ntw-2)/Vl;ntl kt1 Olm) 
+ L (kS21$2)(kSl) I’* 
[ 4 (k+lt2)(ktlt 1) 1 (ntk+l+3-w) I v1; n-l k-l 1 rm) 
1 (kf2&3)(kf2) I’? 
- I 4 (k+&3)(ktIt2) I 
(-ntktltl+w)lYl:n-1 kfl 1 /m) 
1 21(1 t 1) L/Z 
+4 (ktlt3)(k+1+2)~(kt& 1) [ 1 (-n-t-w-2)1 Vl;n-1 ktl Olm) 
t~‘2~~~~“‘,YO:ntl~tllm) 
4 
l ‘2y;y I vo; n-l k+1 Im) 
4 
dU,(S) 1 Vl; n k 0 I m) 
1 
[ 
2 1(1+1) 1 
111 
=Q (ktlt2)(kfl-t l)* (ktl) 
(n-1tw)~V1;ntlk-l l/m) 
f L ](kt2l+l)(k+rt2)(/ctrl) k]“2 
4 (ktlt l)(H) 
X (-ntktbt-2-w)l Vl;ntlk-1Olm) 
1 [(kt21+2)(kt1+3)(ktl)(kt 1)]“2 -- 
4 (ktwqktltl) 
X (n+k+ltw) 1 Vl; nt 1 kt 10 I m) 
1 
[ 
21(1+1) 
I 
l/2 
f 4 (kt1+2)(kt1+1)2 (k-t-l) (n-ltw))Yl;ntlk+l-l[m) 
1 
I 
21(&l) 1 
l/2 
+ 4 (k+1t2)(kt1+1)2 (k-H) 
(-n-l+w) 1 VI; n-l k-l 1 lm) 
Table continued 
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TABLE II-(continued) 
Scale Actions for Vector Representations 
+ L [(k+21+l)(k+1+2)(k+I-1) k]“’ 
4 (k+l+ 1 )(k+l) 
x (n+k+l+2-w) ) Vl; n-1 k-l 0 1 m) 
1 [(k+21+2)(k+r+3)(k+r)(k+ 1) ] “* 
4 (k+l+2)(k+l+l) 
X (-n+k+l+w)jVl;n-1 k+lOlm) 
-t-i 
[ 
21(1+1) 1 
l/2 
4 (k+f+2)(k+l+l)* (k+I) 
(-n-l+w) / Vl; n-l k+l -11 m) 
1 (k+Zl+l)(k+l+2) k “* 
+T- L (k+l+l)(k+l)* 1 )VO;n+lk-l/m) 
1 
[ 
(kt21+2)(ktI)(ktl) “* -- 
4 (ktl+2)* (k+l+l) 1 
IWntlktl[m) 
1 
- [ 
(kt21t l)(kt1+2) k “* 
4 (k-W l)(kt1)* 1 
IVD;n-lk-l/m) 
(k+21+2)(k+l)(k+l) 1 “* IM);n-lk+llm) 
dlJ,(S) ( VO; n k I m) 
I 
I’* 
(-ntk+l+2-w)) VQ; n+l k-l cm) 
(n+ktltw) 1 M; nt 1 kt 1 I m) 
1 (k+21t 1) k “* 
+ 4 @+I+ l)(ktl) I 
(n+k+lt2-w) 1 M; n-l k-l I m) 
1 (kt2&2)(ktl) “* 
’ ?- (ktlt2)(ktl+l) L 1 (n-k-[-w) / VO; n-l k+ 11 m) 
’ I2 ~~~~“‘* 1 Vl; n+l k-l 1 /m) 
4 
1 (k+21tl)(k+l-1) k I’* 
+T- [ (kt[+l)* (ktl) 1 
IVl;ntl k-l O/m) 
1 (k+21+2)(k+1+3)(k+l) I’* 
- L 4 (ktl+2)(ktl+l)* 1 (Yl;n+lk+lO/m) 
Table continued 
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TABLE II-(continued) 
Scale Actions for Vector Representations 
’ Iz~~~)l”” JVl;n+l k+l-1 lm) -- 
4 
t’ [21(1+1)]“2 
4 k+l+ 1 (Vl;n-1 k-l 1 /m) 
1 (k+21+l)(k+I-1) k 1’2 -- 
4 I (k+t+l)’ (ktl) I 
lVl;n-1 k-l Olm) 
+ L (k+21+2)(k+l+3)(kt 1) “I 
4 I (kt1+2)(kt1+1)* I 
IVl;n-1 ktlOlm) 
+-f_ 4 ‘2~$~~“‘2 jVl;n-1 k+l -1 Im) 
dU,.(S)(Vl;nk-l/m) 
1 
I 
21(1+1) 
I 
1/2 
=- 
4 (k+l+l)(ktl)* (k-H-1) 
(n-2+w)IVl;n+lk-1Olm) 
1 
+ 
(k+21)(k-1) I” 
4 
I 1 (-ntk+l+l-w) / Vl; n+l k-l -1 Im) 
(k+l)(k+I-1) 
I 
+ 4 I 
(k+21+ 1) k 
(k+l+ l)(ktl) 1 “* (-n-k-l+l-w)lVl;n+l kfl-1 Im) 
1 
+ 4 I 21(&l) 1 
i/z 
(k+ltl)(k+/)* (k-G-1) 
(-n-2tw) (VI; n-l k-l 0 /m) 
1 I” 
’ 
4 
I (k+21)(k-1) 1 (ntktltl-w) 1 VI; n-l k-l -1 Im) 
(k+/)(ktl- ) I 
1 
+ 
(kt21+1) k I” 
4 
I 1 (n-k--ltl-w)jVl;n-1 kfl -1 Im) 
(k+l+ l)(ktl) 
+‘[21(1+1)]“* 
4 ktl 
[V&n-t1 k-l Im) 
1 (21(1t1)j”2 -- 
4 ktl 
IVO;n-1 k-l Im) 
THEOREM 15.10. Let w be real and nonintegral. Then E, + ,,, and E, _ ,,, 
each have exactly two nontrivial subspaces invariant under dU,, i.e., the 
folio wing composition series : 
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where 
,f W,p,h)+ f f bhp) 
h=O,l p=l-h n=p+w+I p=o n=p+w+1 
+ ,f m*(p + w- l,p, w) + f f b(%P, -11, 
p=1 p=2 n=p+w-1 
(15.20) 
-f b(n,p, 1) + b(w - 3,O) + f b(n,p) 
p=o It=-p+w-3 p=o n=-p+w-I 
+ 7J m,(-p+w-3,p,w)+ c 2 f b(n, P, h), 
p=1 h=O,-1 p=l-h n=-p+w-1 
(15.21) 
w=c -f c 0, p, h) 
h=O,I p=l-h n+p+w+l=O,-I.-Z ,... 
+2 c b(n,p)+ f m,(-p-w+ l,p,w) 
p=o n+p+wt1=0,-1,-z,... p=1 
+.I? c b(n, P, -1) 
p=2 n+ptw-l=O,-1,-2,... 
(15.22) 
and 
N= 2 lx b(n, P, 1) + b(3 - w, 0) 
p=o n-p+W-3=0,-1,-2,... 
c + 5 m,(P+3-w,P,w) 
p=o n-p+w-l=O,-l,-2,... p=1 
+c if 2 b(n, P, h). (15.23) 
h=O,l p=l-h n-ptw-l=O,-l,-2 ,... 
THEOREM 15.11. Let w be integral, but not equal to 1 or 3. 
If w (0, then El+, has a 6-step composition series under dU,, defined in 
terms of the notation immediately preceding Theorem 14.2 for such 
composition series by the assignments: 
V, equals (15.20), V- equals (15.22), 
V equals the intersection of (15.21) with (15.23). 
(15.24) 
Zf w = 0, then El has a 5-step composition series under dU,, defined by 
(15.24) identically to the case of w < 0 except that the finite-dimensional 
invariant subspace V, ~7 V- is zero. 
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If w = 2, E, is the direct sum of three irreducible invariant subspaces V, , 
V, and V- , defined by (15.24). 
Now suppose w > 4. If w > 4 (resp. w = 4), El+,,, has a &step (resp. 5- 
step) composition series under dU,,,, which is contragredient to that of E, + w 
under dU, _ w above. Under dU,, E, + w has three minimal invariant 
subspaces V, , V, V- defined by (15.24). Next, there are two invariant 
subspaces T, and T- , equal to (15.21) and (15.23), respectively, such that 
T, (T-) is an essential extension of V, + V (resp. V_ + V); fmally, the 
quotient of E, + w by T, + T- is finite-dimensional and irreducible (zero if 
w=4). 
THEOREM 15.12. Let 1 be real and nonzero. Then E, has a 2-step 
composition series under dU,; the unique invariant subspace is equal to the 
span of all m,(n,p, 1) =m&,p, 1) and b(n, 0) in E,. E, has a 2-step 
composition series under dU,, the invariant subspace being equal to the span 
of all b(n,p, fl) and m3(n,p) in E,. 
For use in Theorem 15.13 define the following K-invariant spaces, whose 
direct sum is E,: 
S, = K&O) +c [m,(p,p, 1) + ml(p +2,p, l>l, 
p=1 
S- = N-2, 0) + 1 [m,(-p,p, 1) -t (ml(-p - Zp, 111, 
p=1 
cc m 
Z = b(0, 0), A!+= c b(p+Zp,l), A! = c b(-p- 2,p, l), 
p=o p=o 
AT’= 2 W,p, -11, A:‘= c b(-p,p, -l), 
p=2 p=2 
G, = c b(n,O) + c c m,(n,p, I), 
n=4 p=1 n=p+4 
Go= fj ‘i2 m,(n,p, 11, 
p=2 n=-pt2 
G-= c b(n, 0) + ,f c m,(n,p, 11, 
n=-4,-5,... p=1 n+p+4=0,-l,... 
cc co m 00 
R, = C c c b(n,p, h) + c c %(n9P)9 
h=l,-I p=l-h n=p+3+h p=1 n=p+t 
p+h-I 
c b(n,p,h) + f i m3@A 
h=l,-I p=I-h n=--p-h+1 p=, It==* 
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R-=x 5 r 
),=I,-l p=l-h n+p+h+%,--l,... 
b(n, p, h) 
\‘ 
L m3(nr P>* 
p=1 n+p+2=0,-I,... 
THEOREM 15.13. The space E, of it-finite l-forms on the conformal 
compactt@cation M has a composition series under dU, having 13 steps; the 
stable subspace contains all but two of these steps. A composition series for 
E, under dU, also has 13 steps, although its stable subspace includes only 
four of the steps. 
The subspaces of E, invariant under dU, are generated by: 
s s-, t, s, +s-+z, A: +S+, A’ -IS-, A;‘+S t, 
A:’ + S-, G, +S+, G,+S+ +S_, G- +S_, 
R++G++A:+A;‘+S+, R-+G-+A’+AZ’+S-, 
and 
The subspaces of E, invariant under dU, are generated by: 
R t, R,,, R-3 G, +R+, G-+R-, Go+&, 
A!+ +R,+R+, A;‘+R,+R+, A’+R,+R-, A?+R,+R-, 
Z +R,, S++Z+A’++A;‘+G++G,+R,+R+, 
and 
S-+Z+A’+AI’+G-+G,+R,+R-. 
The Theorems are in part consequences of the following lemmas, which in 
turn are immediate from Table I. Otherwise the proofs follow those of 
Theorems 7.22, 14.1, and 14.2. 
In the following lemmas, 9’ is assumed to be a dU,-invariant subspace of 
E,, for some given A and W. 
LEMMA 15.14. (1) Suppose 9 contains b(n,p, 1). Then .Y contains 
[(p + l)(p + 3)]‘/’ b(n + 1,p + l)? (n + w - 2)b(n + LP + l,O>, 
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which equals m,(n+l,p+l,w) fn=-p-l-w or n=p+3-w; 9 
also contains 
[(p + l)(p + 3>]“” b(n - 1,p + l)? (n - w + 2) b(n - 1,P + 1, O), 
which equals m2(n - 1,p + I, w) if n =p + w + 1 Or n = -p + w - 3. 
(2) Suppose 9 contains b(n,p, -1). Then 9 contains 
[(p-I)(p+1)~1~2b(n+1,p-l)?(n+w-2)b(n+l,~-l,0), 
which equals m,(n + 1, p - 1, w) if n = -p - w + 1 or n =p -t 1 - w; y 
also contains 
whichequafsm,(n-l,p-l,w)ifn=p+w-1 orn=-p+w-1, 
(3) If 9’ contains b(n, 0), then 9’ contains ml(n + 1, 1, W) and 
m,(n - 1, 1, w). 
LEMMA 15.15. Suppose 9 contains m = Ab(n,p) ? Bb(n, p, 0), where A 
and B are not both 0 and p >, 1. Then 9 contains b(n + 1,p - 1, 1) and 
b(n + 1,p + 1, -1) ifm # ml(n,p, w), and 9 contains b(n - 1,p - 1, 1) and 
b(n- l,p+ 1,-l) ifmfm,(n,p,w). 
LEMMA 15.16. (1) With hypothesis and notation as in the previous 
lemma, suppose in addition that either (i) 9’ contains neither b(n + 1, 
p - 1, 1) nor b(n - l,p - 1, I), or (ii) 9’ contains neither b(n + 1,p + 1, -1) 
nor b(n - 1,p + 1, -1). Then w = 1 and m = m,(n,p, 1). 
(2) Supposep > 1, that Sp does not contain both b(n,p) and b(n,p, 0), 
and either (i) 9’ contains b(n + I,p - 1, 1) and b(n - 1,p - 1, l), or (ii) Y 
contains b(n + l,p+ 1, -1) and b(n- l,p+ 1,--l). Then w= 3 and 9’ 
contains m,(n,p). 
LEMMA 15.17. Suppose 9’ contains m = Ab(n, p) 7 Bb(n,p, 0), where A 
and B are not both 0 and p > 1. Then: 
(1) 9 contains 
Cb(n+ I,p- l)jDb(n+ l,p-- l,O), (15.25) 
where 
c 
0 ( 
[(p+l)p] “‘(-n+p+2-w) KP+l)(P+w2 
D= I(P--lIPI “* [ (p+2)(p-1)] 1’2(-n+p+2-w 
(15.26) 
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In particular: 
(a) The 2 x 2 matrix in (15.26) is nonsingular if and only if 
n#p+3-w,n#p+l-w,andp>2;otherwiseithasrankl. 
(b) Suppose m = m,(n,p, w). Then (15.25) equals (0} fand only if 
n =p + 3 -w or (n,p) = (-w, 1). Otherwise, (15.25) equals ml(n + 1, 
p - 1, w) (ifp > 2) or b(n + 1,0) (ifp = 1). 
(c) Suppose n = -p + w - 3 and m = m&p, w). If p > 2, then 
(15.25) equals (n -p + w - 1) . m,(n + 1,p - 1, w). Ifp = 1, (15.25) equals 
(w - 3) s b(n + 1,O). 
(2) 9 contains 
Cb(n t l,p + 1) i Db(n t l,p + 1, O), (15.27) 
where 
C 0 ( Kp+ W-W 1’2Wm4 [Ptp+w* A D = KPt2)(Pt3)1”* [(pt3)pl”*(n+p+w) ic 1 B * 
(15.28) 
In particular: 
(a) The 2 x 2 matrix in (15.28) is nonsingular if and only if 
n+-p+l-wandnf-p-1-ww;otherwiseithasrankl. 
(b) Suppose m = m,(n,p, w). Then (15.27) equals {O} ifand only if 
n = -p - w + 1; otherwise (15.27) equals m,(n t 1,p t 1, w). 
(c) Suppose n =p t w - 1 and m = m2(n,p, w). Then (15.27) 
equals (ntptwt l)~m,(nt l,p+ l,w). 
(3) 9 contains 
where 
Cb(n - 1,p - 1) ? Db(n - 1,p - l,O), (15.29) 
c 
0 ( 
[p(ptl)]“*(ntpt2-w) -KP+l)(P+w’* A 
D= -lP(P-w2 [(p-l)(p+2)]“*(ntpt2-w I( ) B * 
(15.30) 
(a) The 2 x 2 matrix is nonsingular if and only if n # -p + w - 3, 
nf-p+ w- 1, andp>,2; otherwise it has rank 1. 
(b) Suppose m = mZ(n,p, w). Then (15.29) equals {O} if and only if 
n = -p + w - 3 or (n,p) = (w, 1). Otherwise, (15.29) equals m2(n - 1, 
p - 1, w) (i/p > 2) or b(n - 1,0) (ifp = 1). 
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(c) Suppose n =p + 3 - w and m = m,(n,p, w). If p > 2, then 
(15.29) equals (n tp t 1 - w) . m,(n - 1,p - 1, w), Ifp = 1, (15.29) equals 
(w - 3) ’ b(n - I, 0). 
(4) 9 contains 
Cb(n- l,p+l)jDb(n-l,P+l,O), (15.31) 
where 
c 
0 ( 
I(P+l)(p+2)l”2(n-p-w) 
D== KP+2)(pt3)1”’ [p(pt3)]"*(n-p-w) 
(15.32) 
(a) The 2 x 2 matrix is nonsingular if and only if n fp + w + 1 
and n # p + w - 1; otherwise it has rank 1. 
(b) Suppose m = m&p, w). Then (15.31) equals {0) fand only if 
n =p t w - 1; otherwise (15.31) equals m2(n - 1,p t 1, w). 
(c) Suppose n =-p- w f 1 and m = m,(n,p, w). Then (15.31) 
equaZs (n -p - w - 1) . m,(n - 1,p + 1, w). 
ERRATA TO REFERENCE [ll] 
p. 92, line 17: In the expression for u,, change cos Q to sin #. 
p. 141, line 8: Insert “and irreducible” following “invariant.” 
ERRATA TO REFERENCE [ 121 
p. 335, line 4: Change G to G. 
p. 355, line 20: Change Y, -X, to Y, - X,. 
p. 358, line 24: Insert ‘0)’ following “(abstract”. 
p. 359, lines 17 and 18, and p. 388, line 5: Change K to .A? 
p. 367, line 17: Replace -k(21 + 2 + h) by -k(2Z + 2 + h). 
p. 383, line 7: Change 7.7 to 7.9. 
p. 382, line 23: The right-hand side of the equation should begin (-1)’ .*a, 
not i(-l)‘.... 
p. 384, line 4: Replace the two instances of U by Y. 
p. 397, line 21: Replace “;” by ‘0”. 
p. 399, line 30: Insert “and irreducible” following “invariant.” 
p. 411, line 21: Change 7.8 to 7.9. 
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